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LIGHTS WILL BE TURNED
ON TOMORROW NIGHT.
WALLS AND MACHINE REPAIRED
Mr. Foreman Informed He Will Be
Notified What adtdisonille Will
Do About Eight Sant.
t•
Supt. Kebbler of ohe electric
plant, believes they: will haye all the
repairs completed at the powerhouse
on Madison street by tomorrow
night, and if so thitiAncest lights will
again be totaled on. -He may not fin-
ish insprooetnents b thee, but .will
have the litint running again by Sun-
day night. %We. • • •
The new walls • for the boilers are
nearly up and one of themachines
has been re-suoundard the other
started on. It takes mods tune to
complete the work on account of the
skilled workmanship necessary. The
lqant has been clotted down now
s:nce last Sunday evening.
The Afternoon Sun Wednesday.
published' that it was all a -bluff"
about the plant being in need of re-
pairs and enlargement, but the sup-
etintendent states that anyone with
brains at all could readily see the
shape things are in by a moment's
visit to the powerhouse.
Madisonville Plant.
Mr. Al Foreman of the novelty and
electrical house has received word
from Madisonville that the probabil-
ities. are the city authorities would
submit to a vote of the people of
that municipality the proposition of
ii.3tallin4 an electric light plant. The
officials have not fully deccided
v.hether they will let the people
vote, but even if they do not the
e,uestion oill not be finally deter-
mined until after July tit, when
their fiscal year closes.
Mr. Foreman's bid upon the pleat
that is to be installed there is a
little over 827,000 being the lowest
by Soo of any of the other bidders,
some of *born were from New York,
Chiecago ,St. Louis, and other cities.
The Madisonville officials wanL,,to
build the plant but calculated toay
only 815.000. They had nearly
enough money for that purpose, but
when it is seen the Cost goes thou-
sands beyond that, they find they
have to make special arrangements
for the finances as the laws will not
allow public officer' to expend more
than they have appropriated for any
one putpdae.
The Madisonville officials have in-
formed Mt: Foreman that he will
he notified whenever decision ig
made, and it it believed the progres-
save Paducah firm will get the big
econtract. It Will be quite an adver-
tisiement for this city as regards
the big ccompetition outfigured.
KILLS WIFE;
Alonzo Pitt of .Jac
ricadea Himself in
Deed.
Jacksonville, 111., M' to.—Alonzo
Pitt this evening in a fit of jeolousy
shot and instantly killed his wife.
He then barricaded himself in the
house armed with a ,shotgun and
threatened to kill any one who, tried
•
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' •••t• 1 1," it-!!c•z. T'11
atttempted to kill himseK by cutting
his throat and stabbing himself over
the heart with a knife. It is thought
he will recover.
SMALL BOY KILLS SISTER
Discharges Shotgun While Pointing
It at Her in Fun.
I.a Pore, Ind., May ro.--Cal v in
flicks, aged et years, killed his siter,
Lola Hicks aged, go years, at their
home near this city city tonight. The
boy had a double barrel shot gun,
one barrel of a hich was loaded. lie
was aiming the gun at his sister and
pulling the trigger of the loadrd bar-
re and the young girl was instantly




TURKEY HAS NOT YET RE-
PLIED TO ENGLAND—SEN-
SATIONAL INCIDENT.
'Constantinople, Mtay ro.—The porte
continues silent regarding the British
ultimatum. The weekly council of
ministers at the palace was not held
and/Sir !Nicholas ()Connor the British
ambassador, is without commupica-
lion from the porte. It appears that
the sultan, by adopting this negligent
attitude, desires to minimize its im-
portance, making it look an insignifi-
cant matter and thus paving the way
for concession to Britain's demands.
The German ambassador's action ;II
releasing a German sailing ship from
the Turkish authorities has created a
Remotion. No ambassador ever be-
fore dared to haul down the Turkish
flag and hoist up hi' own, especially
under the guns of forts. The ainba,-1
sador was acompanied by only four
armed sailors. The porte now desires
the question to be considered closed.
but the ambassado; demand? com-
pensation and punishment of the of-
ficials and an apology to the German
flag. Ambassador Von Bieberstein
has shown he understands the people
with whom he has to deal.
SEEK ID OF ROOSEVELT
Coal Operators Will Appeal to
President to Settle Strike.
Chicago. May io.—An appeal to
President Roosevelt to assist in
settling the miners' strike and, fail-
:rig there, an atipeal to congress for
the appointment of committee to in-
vestigate the conditinns which
lironght about the strike is the pro-
gramme, mapped out for the joint
meeting of coal operators of Illinoit
Indiana. Ohio and the southwestern
states this afternoon at the Auditor-
ium hotel. The operators held two
sessions yesterday, but were unable
to reach an agreement in regard to
the strike of the miners
'Phone Compromise Refused By Board
The alderrnanic board was in session straining this municipality from in-only about half an hour last evening terferring with the telephone corn-at the police court room in the City pany's business until the controversy-
'dal). as the members decided to ad- is settled.
joura-naeil--iseast-?•ft...J., eototiitg-atl Mayo. Ycist.r w'as ordered-To—iwn,
7:30 o'clock. The reason of the post-
t
on behalf of the city, the deed trans-
ponemient was on acuount of the tornf fcrring property in Mechanics-burg
up condition of the general assembly from the City of Paducah to the Pa-
chamber on the second floor in which ducah Board of Education. The
improvements ane being spaade, such school trustees years ago bought the
as steel ceiling, relsalsomining, etc.t property, but by mistake it was deed-
For this reason the aldermi n held ed to the City of Paducah instead of
tittle few moment's session on tit& to the trustees. Now to straiantisii
first floor in the 'coottreonr, and then this out the city tranaleres the prop-
adjourned. By himedary they expect erty, and k-•ts, mayor wantedi this order
the isf neral assembly chamber to be to sign before attaching his official
floished.. e t name.
The city solicitor recommended, to The bills of city officials, and ac-
Ile board that they compromise the counts, were all allowed so the oat-
litigation nnw pending with the Cum- taches can get their money today
berland Telephope eos y, and the All the members, were present at
municipal government. e lieitOrI the gathering with the exception Of
fs -of the opinion that the city has noti Alderman Chamblin who is out of time
tqueli chance to win, but the alder-I city.
thtit did like council, instructed questton exempting the
bins. tp Eght the Matter out in thel carnival pcopic front paying the city
coitrts, because the telephone peOplel license for this weeds was brought up
have refused %eery feaale tepttgO -Alderman Harry Hank moved that
. compromise. The solicitor thin hnti-I the matter be taken up, but President
fled. the aldermen that he,ysoulUo to arks, who is now the acting mayor
Louisville next Motarlaylfr l'Weday. *ming the Absence of Dr. Yeiser,
and ask Judge Evans of the Unitedi ruled the motion out of order ore, the
State* &Inn iiiasolye the temporary 




ROAM) OF PUBLIC WORKS
ISUUED STRICT ORDERS
YESTERDAY.
NO CHANCES WILL BE TAKEN
Only Few Days Ago At Louisville
Judgment Was Gotten for $soo
Against the Municipality.
Yesterday morning the board of
public works issued specific instruc-
tions to Street Inspector Alonzo
Elliott, directing him to compel the
contractors on Jefferson and Ken-
tucky avenue to remove the piles of
rubbish, piping, etc. from the public
thoroughfare. They must remove
everything texcept material needed
for re-construction of these thor-
oughfares.
__The board of works does not in-
tend to take any chances of getting
the municipality into lawsuits, therew
fore will compel the contractors to
move everything not needed in con-
struction work along these two
streets. The board has been working
to this end for some time, but now
they see from the papers that only
two days ago some individual of
Lonistille secured judgment for
$soo against the municipal govern-
ment on account of injuries sus-
tained from falling over a stack of
brick piled on the public highway.
When the contractors took up the
brick pavements on Jefferson Street
and the avenue they piled the ma-
terial on one side where people are
liable to run into it. There are
stacks of old broken pipe, dirt, rub-
bish and other obstructive accummu-
Loons upon the street and side-
v.alk on each of these streets. They
have been there all winter but the
board of works will tolerate it no
longer and permit only the
necessary to remain. The rubbish
comes from the thoroughfares when
dug up for the brick streets, and May
jest as well be carted away as it is
of no use.
This order of the board of works
13 in keeping with their decision of
'ednesday to ask the city legisla-
tors for new laws covering obstruc-
tion of public streets by contractors
who are either re-constructing the




Senator Has Combiation of Ailment'
That Wid Cause Death.
Washington, kfly to.—The cosilli-
tion of Senator Arthur P. Gorman of
Maryland, who is critically ut at his
home in this city, is worse than at
first announced. His sickness bean
several months ago with an attack-,of
the grip, with every indication QUA
it would culminate in pneumonia, but
this was averted and now, it is learn-
ed, he is suffering from a complica-
tion of ailments which give no prom-
ise of his recovery. It was stated ;to-
night that he was somewhat better
loday and Sid agent some time. in
reading, although to ill to leave his
1-(40111.
SORROW IS DENIED BAIL.
-13111thet Foliate To BO-
Night in the County Jail.
Chicago, Ill., May W.—Attempts, t
obtain bail for G. F. Sorrow, forme
vice president of the Bank of Am-
erica, failed yesterday and Sorrow
was locked up in the county jail las
night.
Sorrow was indicted by the Apri
grand jury, together with Abner
Smith. F. E. .Creeelman and J, V.
Pietrce. charged with looting the
Rank of America. He was arreste
in New York by Detective GallaKhe
and retttrned to ehicago Meat&
night
MR. A. G. GILBERT DIED
YESTERDAY AT McKEN-
ZIEt TENN.
JOHN DODOE, Of MARSHALL, DEAD
Mr. Edgar Taylor Lost by Death
His Father the Same Day His
Wife Died Near Mobile,
Yesterday Mr. Gardner Gilbert,
thief clerk for the West Kentucky
coal company, was summoned to
McKenzie, Tenn., by a message an-
nouncing the death of his uncle, Mr.
A. G. Gilbert, the venerable retired
business man well known in this
city where he lived for yrrs. The
fent:Tel occurs today at that city. .
Ms. Gilbert was for years engaged
in the warehouse business in this
city at Tenth and Broadway, and un-
til three year ago his family re
slued in Paducah, but went back to
their home in McKenzie. Mr. Gil-
bert continued in the business until
fire destroyed his warehouse build:-
ing last August, when he then re-
tired from active life. He has been
coming to this city periodically,
and was here only last week front
McKenzie. After his family went
back to their Tennessee home he
would come here twice a month to
leok after his interests.
Mr. Gardner Gilbert was his
nephew and for years associated with
lm in the tobacco bus;ness. The
Ihrmer just received a message yes-
terday morning simply stating the
death had claimed the other, but no
f.articultrs were given.
Mr. Gilbert was 78 years of age
411-. 'very shrewd -V-siii-efr- .
and had accummidated quite' a for-
ture during his commercial career.
He was highly esteemed by every-
body who found in him one of those
okrellent gentlemen of the old
;• hoo . He is survived by his wife
1 several brothers and sisters.
Pneumonia Proved Fatal.
Yesterday morning Mr. John
(Age a well known farmer who
•ed about three miles from Cal-
rt City, in Marshall county, died
pneumonia, after a short illness.
The deceased was 58 years of age
and a man of good standing. He
leaves eight children. He carried a
life policy for $2,000 in the Mutual
Life Insurance ccompany of New
ork. The burial will accur today
ear his old home
Double Affliction.
Leta Saturday near Mobile, Ala.
r. Edgar Taylor lost by death his
e, who was brought here and
buried Tuesday. This was their
former home, and she the daughter
tof Mrs. E. M. Little of South
eventh. It is learned that the same
ay the father of Mr. Taylor,
topped dead of heart trouble near
•ulton, Ky. He was 67 years old, 3
ne gentleman, and left several
hildren. v.
Italian Dead.
Nicola Mucele, an Italian, died yes-
terday morning at 5 o'clock in the
ile was 34 years old and has been
working as a section hand down
about Millizigion, Tenn. Ile had
teen ill three weeks. St. Louis relar
t:ves have been notified to come and
get the body.
terday at the Mt. Sterling cemetery.
She left her husband, Charles San-
(..ers, and three brothers.
After Lingering Illness.
Last evening at to o'clock Mr. Al-
bin B. Smith died of tuberculosis at
his home in 2021 Jefferson street
after a confinement since the first of
this year. 
'PRAMThe. deceased -wait-- th it- ty-fo ur years
of age and horn in this eh, wl•ere
he was connected with the railway
company and was regfiarded as one
of their most valuable and efficient
men, ever being found at his post
of duty, day and night. He was an
expert in his line and highly esteem-
ed by everybody. He was extremely
popular and very well known, al-
though of an unusually retiring dis-
position.
Besides his father who resides here
he leaves one sist:r, Mrs. Elizabeth
Logan of Pittsburg. Pa. His surviv-
ing brother is MIr. Daniel Smith, also
of Pittsburg.
The hour of the funeral has not yet
been set but it will ocur this after-
noon about 2:30 o'clock from the
family residence, with interment at
Mt. Kenton cemetery in the country.
FIRE RATES MUST
NOT BE RAISED
Commissioner Prewitt Says He Will
Oppose Suggested Insurance
Action.
Frankfort, May to—Henry B. Prc-
witt, state insurance commissioner,
has given out a statement that he
'Ain use all the powers of his office
to prevent the tire insurance com-
panies from raising rates in Ken-
tucky because of San Francisco'
losses. Many fire insurance coin-
panics doing business in Kentucky,
he said, do not carry Western in-
surance.
"The companies have prospered in
Kentucky," he said. "and they should
not attempt to shift the harden of
their misfortunes to -Kentucky
icyboldess. who already pay full
lid- fair rate, I will hear com-
plaints of any citizen of the state
of companies trying to raise his
rates. I hope to see the rates low-
ered within a year."
"NOT GUILTY" REBATE PLEA.
New York, May to—John Guilford
and F. I. Pomeroy. respectively vice
president and general traffic manager
of the New York Central arid Hudson
River railroad company, today plead-
ed not guilty to indictments found
undcr the Elkins laws governing re-
bating. They were admitted to bail in
$70,000 each. C. Gooloe Edgar and-
Edwin Earle, wholesale sugar merch-
ants of Detroit, Mich., were given
until May 15 to appear.
FLORIDA WATER IS FATAL.
Winnipeg, Man.. May to.—Word
was received today from Rosthern,
Saskatchewan, that four Indians are
dead mid three others in a serious
condition as the result of a Florida
water debauch at Duck I.ake rndian







WATER BACK OVER AND
INJURES THEIR LAND
POAT WIFE SUIT WITHDRAWN
The Suit of Thornfon Against Coop-
erage Company Woes Dismissed
Without Prejudice.
Eight suits fikd for the same cause
against the IHinois Central railroad,
for $soo each, comes up for trial to-
day. The parties suing the road are
M. T. 'Hurt, Belle • Hamm James
Augustus, N. H. Williaruens, J. A.
Warnock, L. B. Spann Julia Atkins
and T. A. Thornton.
All these -parties own property
around Tyler which is about a mile
ou/side Met taititIbuurg, south of
town. They claim that where the rail-
road tracks cross the public country
road, the sewer pipes are not large
enough to carry away the water as
fast as it falls, hetice it backs over
the property of the plaintiffs, who
claim it is damagedf thereb).
Yesterday's Court.
The suit of Cilrl'Poat against his
father, Anthony Poat and Squire
Youniciers. whierei.n plaintiff saes his
own father and also father-in-law,
Younleers, for $10,000 damages, on
the ground they took • Carl ,Poat's
wife away fro n2 higlt jand tist not
let the couple M **Mie e 
 
le; dis-
missed without prejudice. The wife
is Younker's daughter, but it seems
a settlement is inisewis, and the
litigation v.- navels-awn' "
Theodore Troendle got judgment
aginst H. Miller Cueningltm for US
money chic on ageount.
The order submitting for trial yes-
terday the suit isfAlillte Wicks
against the City of Paducah, has been
set aside, and a demurrer was enter-
ed yesterday by defendant.
The suit of J. P. Thornton against
the Padnucah Traction company was
dismissed without prejudice. Thorn-
ton sues for $250 damages on the
ground that one of the cars struck
his buggy on South Sixth street and
damaged it, while he was thrown out
and injured.
An answer was filed in the suit oØ
the Mechanics' and Farnveri' Savings
bank against Joe L. Friedman.
The suit of Powley 'vs Paduucah
Cooperage works was reset for thb
aoth day of this term of court.
Powley, while working around ma-
chinery at defendant's plant, got his
eyesight dettroyed' from a piece of
flying wood.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
filed a report offehillltsIn t litiga-
tion of E. 0. Thomas,,administrator,
against Anthpny Payne.
A celiebrated German specialist has
recently been experimenting with ink
to find which color gathers the least
Rosthern after investigation found no amount of microbes. They develop
evidence of murder and decided an more rapidly in red than in blsck,
inquest unnecessary. violet or blue.
Trusted Employee Embezzles $500,000
Philadelphia, May io.—Charged
with having embezzled upward of
_employsess___ Edwin
C. -Greenfield, head clerk of the bank'
lag and brokerage firm of Harrison
Snyder & Son, of this city, was ar-
rested here today, and held in Sio,-
000 bail by a police magistrate for a
further hearing tomorrow.
In default of bail he was sent to
the county prison. Greenfield has
made a full confession, and is doing
everything possible to assist the firm
in straightening out its tangled
books.
Following the pantie announce-
ment of the embezzlement, creditors
filed a petition in bankruptcy against
George E. Snyder, trading as. Har-
rison, Snyder & Son, in the United
states court, and later Judge Mc-
Pherson appointed Charles N. Vol;
lum as receiver. 7
Greenfield is about ao years of age,
and has a wife and two children. He
came to the firm from the scum.
room -and rose from office boy to
position of head clerk and trusted
rtpeeaentative of the bankinirlsouse.
Abbont two months ago Mr.
Snyder went to California and gave
Body Shipped.
Yesterday there was shipped to
Kiva, Marshall county, the remains
of Mr. L. C. Holland, who died thi-
night befeke of consumption at their
home on Bernheim avenue.
Died of Infirmities.
Mrs. Bettie Harper died at their.
home near Calvert .City, of infirm-
Accused of Attempt to Bribe, ties produced by advanced age, she
Peru. Ind , May 9.—County Auditor




sensation M ains were interred yesterday at the
1ththere this aftrsoon when -under oathl_ 
cemetery. Mrs. Harper is stir-
be accused James Biblion, btuidinv aevep lay one son and three (laugh-
contractor of Logansport. with at- WI-
tempting to bribe him by. offering $3,-
no° to withdraw his irtjunctiim suit
against the county commitisi rs and
help him get a contract for a' ibootkle
courthouse here.
-;•.•
, Mrs. Benders Dead.
Mrs. Mary Sanders. aged 40 years,
died of cancer at Unionville,




Greenfield a powocut attorney to
carry on his busine Ile returned
month- erge,---
and the - first - lethn-ation that some-
thing was wrong came to him when
he missed some valuable securities
from the safe.
It was not until last Monday,
however, that he was able to find
where they had gone. Greenfield
then broke down and confessed.
He admitted that .he took money
at various times during the last six
years ,and that he lost most of it
in speculating in 'locket shops.
He could not give, even an approxi-
mate figure of the money he had
taken. Experts were at once put to
work on the ,accounts. Late today
Greenfield was .formally placed un-
der arrest.
Mr. - Snyder and tke accountants
believe the amount M money em-
bezzled may reach jsoo,ocio. Mr.
Snyder said tie defalcation is a hard
klow for him, hut he feels confident
he Will be alle to par his creditors
iii full. He :isaid he had trusted
Greenfield irrlplicity, so, is' fact, he
ractically alle•wedAlitr.'10. carry on
his entire businew %.
• .%re • 4:
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EVENING NUPTIALS ILL WITH MALARIA
MISS GRIEF ANDlit, E. STATEN JUDGE LIGHTFOOT CONFINED
MARRIED LAST
EVENING.
MOST OF TIME AT HIS
HOME.
Mrs. Mae Rieke and Mrs. John W. Landscape Artists and Painters Are
Scott Entertain Today at Their
Home—CotiBion Last Eve.
Last evening at 8 o'cjock Miss Fan-
nye Belle Grief and Mr. M E. Staten
were united in marriage at the resi-
dence of the bride in 534 Jackson
street, Rev- T. J., -Newell, of. the
Broadway Methodist church, officiat-
ing. The ceremony was a quiet affair
with no ' one present except the
relatives and few intimte friend,
the unostentation due to recent be-
reavement in the family of the bride.
The young lady is one of the city's
most beautiful and dainty brides.
She is an unusually attractive type of
brunette, which combined with her
bright and happy disposition make her
a very popular girl. She is the
daughter, of the late John V. Grief,
one of the city's best and most prom-
inent men during life.
Mr. Staten is the manager for the
Progressive Art Gallery, and has re-
sided in this city for sevtral years,
"during which time he has, by his
sterling qualities and energetic 'busi-
ness hustle, built up a handsome
patronage. He has just finished his
new home at 415 Fountain avenue,
and last evening after the marriage
the couple repaired to that residence
to take up their abode, and at is Fitch
place they received a limited numbs:r
of friends.
Card Parties.
Mrs. John W. mcott of Madison,
near Ninth street, will this morning
at to o'clock entertain the Sans Souci
club, while this afternoon at 2 o'clock
Mrs. Scott and her mother, 'Mrs. Mae
Rieke, will entertain their married
lady friends at cards.
Evening at Dancing.
The Cotillion club gave its German
last evening at The Palmer, where
many spent several happy hours danc-
ing.
CRITICAL CONDITION.
Mr. George Phillipa Seriously Ill at
Horne of His Mother
The many friends of Mr. George
Phillips, the hosiery dealer, will re-
great to learn that he is in a dan-
gerous condition at the residence of
his mother, Mrs. Mary J. Phillips,
of Jefferson near Ninth street. lie is
ailing with a general breakdown re-
suiting from his long and severe at-
tack of typhoid fever last year.
Although able to resume business
after a ten weeks' confinement with
fever last year, he has never been in
good health since, and as a result his
been declining for the past month or
two until forced to his bed again
and his condition is now quite pre-
carious. He has been' moved from
his home in the Empire flats at Sev-
enth andBroadway, to his mother's
residence.
Asked $25,000
ROSS WCARREN WANTED PAY
FOR HIS INFLU-
ENCE.
Stiff Demand For Securing Contract
For Removal of Ashes
and Refuse.
New York. May to.—H. Milton
Kennedy, who had a contract for the
removal of refuse and ashes _from
1)rooklyn, testified in an investiga
tion of the street-cleaning depart-
ment today that State Senator Pat-
rick II. MicCarren asked Anthony N.
Brady, Kenne v s finincia lac et
for $23,000.
A letter purporting to be written
by Martin W. Littleton, formerls
borough president of Brooklyn, re-
ferring to the $25,000. was read and
the witness said it meant that the
sum was to he paid to McCarren for
securing the contract for removing
the ashes. Kennedy also testified
that Brady Rad told him that McCar.
ten wanted the money. The witnesa
ssid he (lid not know whether it wiz
paid.
Deed of Assignment.
Lexington. Ky., May ro.—Judge
Parker, in the, Circuit court yester-
day, issued an order directing Mas-
ter Commissioner G. S. Webb to
convey, by deed of assignment, to
Jag. C. Rogers, receiver r the
American Reserve Bond, all the
property of his .company. real and
personal. An order was also takel
directing the offices of the American
Reserve Bond company at Louisville
to turn over to Chas Shields, for
Receiver Rogers. all the company's
property in that city. By a former
order of. court Receiver Trager% is
Busily Engaged at the Court-
house Property.
Judge Lightfoot has been ailing
the past few days with malarial tater
at his home on West Jefferson street.
Ile is able to be at his office a few
hours each -traY, but becoming-'ex-
bausted returns to his bed. He said
yesterday that he never felt better
in his life until Monday, when during
the trial of a suit doctors were in-
troduced to give expert testimony
from a medical standpoint, and dur-
ing their evidence malarial fever
played quite a prominent part. Late
t:iat afternoon he took ill arid has
been under care of his physician ever
since.
Property Sold.
Property lying on the boulevard
has been sold to George C. Hughes
by E. W. Whittemore for $t and
other considerations. The indenture
was filed with the county clerk yes-
terday for record.
The Paducah Gas company trans-
ferred to James C. Utterback for $5,
a piece of ground on North Third
street.
George C. Hughes transferred to
E. W. Whittenactre for $1 and other
considerations, Property in the Dr.
D. G. Murrell West End addition.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk yesterday issued a. wed-
ding license to Mark E. Staton, aged
s5 and Fannye 'Belle Grief, aged 21,
of this city. This is the second ven-
ture for the groom who is of the
enlarging picture concern, and first
marriage for the bride.
Cutting the Grass.
The laborers at the courthouse,
yesterday started cutting the grass in.
the lawn and after it is straightened
up the grounds will look very neat.
A large mower is being used for this
purpose and it will take several days
to trim up the block properlv.
SEVENTH DAY OF CONFERENCE!
Iiirritin_gharn, Ala., May io.—At th
opening of the seventh day's ,session
of the general conference of the
Methodist Episcopal chcurch, South,
Rev. T. S. Wade of Clarkesburg, W.
Va., conducted devotional services.
Bishop H. C. Morrison took the
chair for the day.
Rev. E. Sanford of. New York,
secretary of the interchurch com-
mittee on Federation, was introduced
and spoke, saying, among other
things, that he was sure the church
could accomplish more as a united
tody than by working as separate
bodies. He said the entire echurch
reeognized- the. fact that. many.
changes would have to be made in
the schools and told of a plan sub-
mitted to the interdenominational
gathering in New York recently.
Revisals Committee.
The revisals committee reported
non-concurrence in _the_ Kentucky
memorial for Mil-form representa-
tion, in district conferences. It also
non-concurred in the memorial of J.
W. Heidt, allowing any local preach-
er who has served as a supply for as
many as fifteen years to be eligible
to the list of claimants on thei super-
annuated fund.
The committee on publishing in-
terests recommended that the num-
ber of official organs should be "sub-
stantially reduced in order that their
excellence may be increased and
their influence augmented." It fur-
ther recommended that annual con-
ferences. contiguous .to each, other
combine in support of one paper
whenever practicable. A minority
report favored leaving the entire
natter to the annual conferences,
"free from otttside interference." An
effort to recommit the reports failed.
PAINTED FRESHMAN'S 1 the animals and the profit from oneskunk is equal to that of a cow or a
FACE WITH IODINE. hog'
They are prolific breeders and' their
multiplication is the secret of their
Dexter H. Witte Is One off Three commercial value.
Wisconsin Men Expelled for Graham intends to enlarge his in-
Hazing. closure and keeps continually adding
to his flock by the use of traps.
Madison, Wis., May to.—The Un-
TWO MINOR CASES.
versity of Wisconsin faculty held judge Sanders Did Not Have Muchanti-hazing session yesterday and
handed out the following official aii Before Him Yesterday.
nouncements:
Dexter H. Witte of Waukesha, Pete Peterson was fined $3.5 and
Wis.; suspended indefinitely. costs by Judge Sanders in the police
• Heugh A. Harper of Madison; sus- court yesterday morning on the
eended until the end of the present charge of beating up a young fellow
school year. by the name of Wyatt during a
Ewald 0. Stiehm of Johnson's eral fight.
Creek, •Wis.; suspended until the end 
J. H. Chapple was net $1
(.4 the present school year. 
costs for being drunk.
The offense for which these su--
pensions were ordered was the re-
cent violation of the anti-hazing ,
rules, in which escapade a freshman, I
Joseph J. Ptiffner of Stevens' Pointo To the Policy 11-4ers of the Trad-
v.:as painted with iodine. his hair
sheared and his bumped body thrown 
ers Irsnrance -iramany, Paducah.
into Lake Mendota. As he is as Kentucky.
pulled out of the cold water at the
W ac-vniversity pier he declared: e beg to advise you that ea
"I never thought I was better
count of the heavy losses at San  
francisco, that this company hasthan you fellows."
Pfiffncr was said to have corn-
been placed in the hands of a receiv-
plained that University of Wisconsin 
cr. It now seems that the enti:e ac-
The painters have started the4r students and professors were an amounts to over three mi 
ctimulation of 32 years
l
witich
lion dot-work of giving the building and jail uncultured lot." But there is reason
a fresh coat of paint. to belieye that rivalry in a recent 
Jars, has been swept away.
freshman class election led to the 
We have decided to replace all
HEAR THEIR OWN EULOGIES hazing. Witte was a freshman crew-
i Traders policies in good solvent corn- -
panics, which were unaffected by the
Notice
Aged Man and Wife Help Dedicate
Tomb They are to Occupy.
Bennettsville, S. C.. May to.—At
the empty graves of Mr. and Mrs.
Joel Covington in Hebron cemetery,
near hire, two monuments were un-
veiled in the presence of a large gath-
ering. The aged couple participated
in the exercises and heard the eulo-
gies of themselves. I. • P. Gibson
member of the house of representa-
tives. was the orator. Captain Frank
Manning presided and made an ap-
propriate speech and an essay was
read by Miss Jean Cameron of Vir-
ginia.
Some time ago Covington had the
graves for himself and wife prepared
and tombs erected bearing the follow-
ing inscriptions:
"Jell Covington. Dec. 21, 18.10."
and °Charity Ann Covington, Aug.
30, IRA"'
Covington has contracted with the
mprble works to inscribe the dates of
their deaths. He. says he wants to
put his relatives to little trouble as
possible after he is dead. He has two
sons. ,Thomas C. and Julius, both
prosperdus citizens. Julius was mayor
of IM1cColl for sevral years.
man and president of the class.
St iehm is also a freshman and
t San Francisco fire, and give you
credit for your unearned premium ,MHarper is a junior.
the Traders Insurance Co.
This actiou will entail a great loss
SKUNK FARM PAYING WELL to mc, but it is my desire to protect
you against any toss on business
Owner Says There is More Money in placed in my hands. trust that you
will appreciate my efforts in thusthe Animals Than in Hogs. protecting you against a loss, which
Logan. Kan., May to—Logan \vas no fault of mine, and continuecnun-
ty has the distinction of having the 5our patronage, thereby assisting
only skunk farm in Kansas. C. 0. me' in a small way, to reccver the
Graham is the man who has success-, kt‘es which 1 have sustained.
fully started this industry. On - his! Please bring your policies to our
farm, a few miles south of town, he office, room 116 Fratsrnity
fenced twenty acres, which is devot- to be exchanged. -




Before building his fence Mr. Gra-
ham plowed a six-inch furrow around --
the entire inclosure and laid' a strip
of woven wire flatvvisc in it. After
connecting this piece of wire with the
upright fence be filled the ditch. The
main fence is composed of woven
mwire two feet in height. from the
top of which extend horizontal bars
of a foot in length every ten feet.
To these arms another strip of
woven wire is attached, making a sort
of a roof to the fence. The skunks
cannot get out by digging below the
"Uncle Joel" is a jolly old man and fence, as they strike t:te buried V.
enjoys telling and hearing a joke. and they cannot escape by climbing,
lI sometimes goes and lies down in as they encounter the roof wire. , It is a trip of phasurc, comfort
his tomb and laugli-,. about it not
being as comfortabl as he would
like. During Gibson's speech the
old man. usually so full of mirth.
bowed his white head over his open
J. W. HUGHES.
tears and sobs, an there was not a dry
eye in the gathering.
After the exercises Uncle Joel en-
tertained a number ofs his friends at
dinner.
Merits of the Mule-
The average male sells for $to per
head more than horses.
There has never been what would he
called an over production of mules,
while the marct has often been un-
able to supply the trade.
The mule matures more quickly
than the 'horse, and can be placed on
the market from one to two years
soomr than the average horse; this
means a larger profit to the. produ-
cer's return for the investment.
The grain ration for a mule is less
than that required for a horse. This
is quite an item to he consideredi
with the present high prices of grain.1
We have had a large export trade:
for mules besides their use in thz!
southern plantations. Large numbers'
will be used each year in the con-
struction of the Panama canal, and
good prices may be expected for
sonic years to come."—Live Stock
Journal.
Once within this "fold" the animal
is sure to stay until his hide is ampu-
tated and his fat rendered into oil.
Mr. Graham says that there is more
profit in raising skunks than in cit-
xcursioll.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et compan) - the cheapest and best
excurNinn on? of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennassee river& return
and resi: good service, good table
good rooms. etc. Boni!' leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.. 111
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank
Brown. agent.It takes little or n6thltuz to rare for





for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH TIIIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOEC 699.
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Welch,
224 Broadway PADUCAH, Kt
Do Not Be Hastymm
In making a selection for a cone n.encement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few n tw things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN D ISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices—ou r prices special for May—Silver
plated work at price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of seleztion.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. lewd" sad Optician.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
The Daily Register, delivered 10c week
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved 10 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Wort. (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, .Granite
and Stone Works.
22:3=11=1:::::====
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at se cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
Paper usually sold at tor we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5e.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, TaliVIIIVAIMI
nt=141333=11:=M
C. C. LEE. 315 hay.
Right Here in This Store You Find
the Biggest Values . Ever Shown in
Paducah for the Money in
finitars, Violins, Mandolins,
Guitars from $1.25 to $15.00.
Violins from $3.50 to $17.50.
Gut:and Wire Strings for all Instruments at Cut Prices
11111111111211Ma id "16----
Harbour's Book Department.. i
now vested by title with all the,. Wrong rather enjoys the blows it
_property of this company. gets from blowers.
SOLE AGENT, 11509 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
,
WINTER FLOWER HUNTING. IRVING'S BAD MEMORY. taNIMMINIMIIIMMISIW
ISmemegmegill
RED MEWS COUNCIL "IT WAS k LOAN




Paducah Has the Honor Now of
Possessing Two Representatives
to the Grand Council.
Yesterday morning Messrs. Mel-
vin Wallerstein, George 0. Ingram
and William E. Buck returned from
Frankfort where they have been
since ibe •first_of this week, attending
the annual gathering of the Great
Council of Kentucky Red Men. They
1' f' there Wednesday. while the co
n-
. cumin did not adjourii tee.: 
,
terday.
The gathering was one of the
largest and most successful ever
conducted by the Red Men of this
etate as there were over 200 pres-
ent. and it was a progressive busi-
ties!, session (rota start to finish,
much important business of a private
nature to the organization, being
traneacted. During the election of
officers, the following were chosen;
L. L 'Bebout of Paducah, great
prophet: •
D. H. Russell, of Lonisville, Great
Sacchcm; R. L. Page. of
6: eat Senior Sagamore; Joseph
Kemper, of Mt. Stertling, Great
Junior Sagamore: L L. Bebout„ of
Paitecah. Great rrophet; H. V. Cohn,
of Louisville, Great Keener of Warn-
porn: If. W Ray. of Maysville. Great
Chief of Records.
Two-year representatives to the
great council of United - States this
Year at Dallas. Texas, iu September:
T.. 1, Bebout.• of Paducah: L. S.
Leopold, of Louisville; H. J. McFar-
Ian, of Lagrange. One-year repre-
sentatives: V. A. (reeler. John IT.
Buechmeyer. G. A. Ellerkamp. all of
leettigville: id. B. Wallerstein, of
Paducah; H. H. Denhardt. of Bow-
ling Green.
It will be seen that Paducah is
trite highly honored, as she has 
two
delegates represent Kentucky
etiring the grand council meeting of
the Ilnited States in Dallas, Texas.
the second Monday of next Septem-
ber. These two are Mr L Re-
boot. who this state gathering went
out of office as great sachem for
Kentricky. and Mr. Melvin R. Wal
lersaein. who last yesr was chcosen a
representative to the great
council. foe a term of two years,
It Is very seldom that the same town
rote two of these representatives, as
the pneitione are among the most
exalted that can be filled
Lexington. Ky.. was chosen as the
place for holding the ,next annuld
meeting of the Kentucky body. This
morning early there is expected to
return from the Frankfort gathering:.
Memos. Bebout. Cross. Freitiollicch
and the others attending.
It was thought Dr. C. F. White-
sides would come down from Cin-
cinnati to be present at the Oat:"
gathering. but he could not, being
present in Erie. Pa.. as shown by
a letter received from him yesterday
by Mr. Al M. Foreman
Her Curiosity Arouused.
(Detroit News./
It was the mayor of a western city
who retired the following letter of
inquiry from a Boston woman:
"Kind and respected Cir: I see in
a paper that a man named John Sipes
eras attaiteed and et np by a bare
whose cobs he ttas trying to git when
the bare come up and stopt him by
eatin him up in fhe mountains near
your town. What I want to know is
did it kill him or was he only partly
et up and is he from this place and
all about the bare. I don't know but
what he is a distant husband of mine.
My first •Stishand was of that name
and I eupptesed he was killed in the
war but the name of the man the
bare et being the_ same thought it
might-ter-hint eftei et1 
know it if he wasn't killed either in
the war or the bare for have
been married twice since and there
ought to be divorce papers got out
by him or me if ate bare did not eat
him all up. If it is him yet will know
It by him having six toes on the left
foot. He also sings base an has a
spread eagle tatocti on his right arm
• whieb you will know him by if the
bare did not eat up these sines of its
being him. If Alive don't tell him I!
am married to Joe White for he
..never liked Joe. Melybe you'd better
let on as if am ded but fitve out all
•asou can about him without his know-
ing anything what it is for. That is
Ii the hare did not eat him all up. If;
It did I don't see as. you can do any-
thing 
Jr
arid yo needn't take no troubte.
My respecks to your family and please
%neer back.
"P. S. Was the bare killed? Also
was he married again and did he leave
any propty woth me laying claim
to?"
111•••
"VVliat do you think of a man who
is continually running people down
behind' their backs r•
"I think het—ought to be arrested:
these automobiles will won think
they own the,eerth."—Houiton Post.
MACKENNA, OF PORTO
RICO.
Was Aeceeecl With Having
cepted alto° From a
Litigant.
San Juan, Porto Rico, May to.--
The sudden resignation of Charles
F. MacKenna, judge of the Drifted
States district court for Porto Rico.
ie reported to. haveebeen the alter-
liative to his removal. Judge Mac-
Kenna is charged with having ac-
cepted $goo front Ramon Valdez, a
having received the money, but de-
clared it was a loan. Judge Mac-
Kenna was appointed two years ago
front Pittsburg, Pa. He was in-
dersed by Senator (then attorney
general) Knox and Ctingressman
Dalzell, but opposed by Senators
Penrose and Quay. A movement of
Attorney General Frank Feuille as
Judge MacKenna's successor is oe
foie.
Legislators in Scandal.
Bosom, Mass., May 10. —Following
the defeat of the antibucket shop bill
it the house branch of the legisla-
ture recently several representatives
were alleged to have asserted out-
side the house that they were offered
money to eote against the measure.
The matter was brought to the at-
tention of Disrict Attorney John B.
Moran. who in turn laid it before
the grand jury, and the representa-
tives who were said to have made
the charges were called before that
body.
Today Mr. Moran announced his
irtention of summonsing before the
grand jury the entire membership of





Apprehension in United States of
Growth Surprises Orient.
One of the Most Delightful Pleas-
ures of the Changing
Seasons.
JUDGE
be well for one who Mk
' never studied vegetation in winter ti
begin his cold-weather rambles in No
vember. At that season, writes Fran)
French, in "A Winter Bouquet," is
Ac- Century, in sheltered places an occa
atonal leaf will cling to the stem, fur
fishing the key to Identification, b
he does not readily recognize his com-
panions of the summer. He will find
the witch hazel, latest flower of the
year, flaunting its belated blossoms in
freakish abandon among its soar and
yellow leaves, while its mimic artil-
lery bombards the surrounding thicket
with polished seed', the fruitage 01
• year ago.
He will find the statIO walls decked
with (-blistered whorls of the long,
tuzhy seed tails of wild clematic. As-
ters will hold up their puffballs of
downy seeds by the roadside, inviting
the wind to waft them to fresh fields
and pastures new. The goldenrod will
be shorn of her hoyden of yellow
tresses, and will stand chastened and
penitent in tassels and fringes of gray,
exhibiting throughout the winter s
quality of beauty which she did not
possess before.
Even after the blizzards of February
have howled over the marshes he will
find them fringed with sedges and
studded with cattails, still proudly
erect The low-lying thickets will be
wreathed with the vine and decked
with the bronze-yellow seed pods 01
the yam. The dark blue fruit of the
carrion flower will mingle with the
red berries of the black alder. So on
to the warm March day when the
skunk cabbage thaws it); pathway up
through the frozen ground, nature will
yield abundant satisfaction to his crav-
ing for the wonderful and beautitaL
The pillared aisles of the winter for-
est will be to him as worthy • temple
as the green wood Its everchanging
vistas will beckon him on to fresh dis-
coveries, and will stir his being with
that vague sentiment of expectation
and hope which alone renders life
worth living.
On the other hand. be who sits
gloomy and sluggish In the inglenook,
gazing through • frosted window upon
his burled garden, feeling that winter
Ii dismal and nature dead, will miss
the keenest, most chaste and refined
pleasure which the changing seasons
hold.
Pekin. May to.—The statements to
the effect that there is apprehension
in the United States that the boycott
if American good!' is growing have
caused enrpriee here. All the infor-
mation obtainable shows that the
movement is waning. The Chincee
customs report for tope just issued
shows that the American imports
were 77,00m000 taels compared with
20.000,000 in Igoe. It appears that
the importers made enormous specu-
holy, purchases early in the year,
chiefly in anticipation of war &-
mends, and a decrease in imports
would he natural under any circum-
stances until these stocks are dis-
iribeted.'
Caused Hostility, Not Injury,
The report says that thr result of
the boycott is not what had been ex-
pected. Much suspicion and hostility
were created, hut the general verdict
is that not much injury has been done
to American manufacturers or mer-
chants. The first effect of the boy-
cott, however, can not be judged until
the doge of another year or even
later. Only the immediate results are
visible. In consequence of climatic,
war and boycott conditions combined
thcre is a larger proportion of im-
ports than usual left in first hands.
Australian Trade Growing.
The imports of American cotton
increased from 3,700,000 to 
12,566,000pieces and flour about the same in
;we, but the Australian trade is grow-
ing. The market for oil decreased
3,419,000 gallons from the immense
import of 1904. The failure of the
Russian enpply negatived the boy-
cott.
Consul General Lay at Canton re-
ports that American imports into
cenithern China during the last half
of loos decreased $1,250,000, oil de-
creasing co per cent. The friction be-
tween the Standard Oil Company's
agents and the officials and mer-
chants at several ports probably con-
tributed to this decrease.
SERIOUS CHARGES
Telegraph Companies Accused of
Sending Messages by Mail.
San Feancisco, May to.—Charges
'evolving the Western Union and the
Postal Telegraph companies were
h-ought before the grand jury. A
committee was appointed to invee-
tigate and report at its next meeting
next Saturday. Both companies re-
ceietied paid messages after the earth•
quake and sent them by mail, white
their wires at Oakland were work
ing. It is estimated that the two
corporations have collected a quar-
ter of a million dollars since the
fire, and neither has contributed any-
thing to the relief
It would
VARIETIES OF TRUrFLES.
The Violet Is Most Highly Esteemed
and the Summer Mast
Common.
Of varieties we may mention, drat
the violet trettille, which abounds in
Perigord and Provence, says American
Homes and Gardens. It is covered
with polygonat warts and often marked
with rusty spots. Its weight usually
ranges from 60 to 100 grams (two to
11,4 ounces), though specimens weigh-
ing 600 grams (more than a pound)
are sometimes found. At maturity,
which It reaches in late autumn or
winter, its flesh is black with a teddieh
or violet sheen. Its agreeable flavor
and delicate odor make It the most
highly esteemed of all varieties.
The black truffle, smaller than the
preceding, and of variable size, is
found about four Inches below the sur
face of the ground. Its flesh is gray
or blister, marked with light red spots
at maturity. It is not in very great
demand, because of its musky odor.
The St. John's or summer truffle is
gathered La July or in October. The
tubers of this species are rounded, and
have a brownish black skin and large
polywonial warts, striped transversely.
The flesh, nearly white at first be-
comes, on ripening, a clay yellow or
light brownish bister. The summer
truilie is found everywhere in the for-
ests of contral and southern France,
growlug under born beams, birches
and hazel bushes. Though its rather
coarse, onlonlike odor lessens its value
It is almost the only variety seen in
the markets of England, Germany and
Piedmont.
The truffle, known as the "grosse
Reline," or "pPehfork," somewhat re
sembles the St. John's truffle, but it
distinguished from it by the smalloese
of its warts, its moderate size, rough
black skin and dark, tawny gray
flesh, marked with fine black lines and
usually by a broad cleft near the has:.
Another wild species which is still
sold Is the musk truffle, ksown in
Provence by the name of "caillettr
The remaning wild species. eliich
are included under the general dealt?.
nation of "dog's nose," because of their
resemblance to the muzzle ot that
useful' quadruped, possess no itastro
nomte Importance.
Mountain Sheep Become Tame.
Mountain sheep in the vicinity of W,
F. OtTente ranch are becoming very
tame Mr. Givens, who is a special
game warden, says that nearly every
morning six or eight of these animals
gather around his house to be fed
There are between 40 and 60 sheep In
the flock, but only a few of them have
become tame. This Is the largest flock
of these animals In the state as far as
here.—Denva Republican.
How Be Once Introduced Mark
Twain at a Banquet in
London.
Among the many people* entertained
by Sir Henry Irving durine ala lee
seeseip of the Lyceum was Mark
Twain. Irving gave him a banquet in
the greenroom after a performance one
night, wieh a distinguished company
present, says the Brooklyn Citizen
When Sir Irving arose to propose the
guest's health, the humorist's name ea
caped him completely and the result
was something like this, but the read-
er must imagine the high and nasal
tones of the actor:
"Gentlemen—I rise to perform a
very agreeable duty—a most important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
'What Is that name?') We -have with
Us to-night as our guest the most die
tinguished of our compatriots from
across the Water (I'd give to-night's
receipts if I could think who the devil
he is)—a man whom you all know and
love. (Ha!- ha!)—a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire has
amused and entertained two hemis-
pheres ('Drat my memory!')—a man
whose name is a household word
wherever the Eeglish language Is spok-
en ('except to mert—a man in a word
who is the laughing link which binds
England and America closer than any
International treaty can do. I propose
the health—of—of this man—I propose
the health—of—this man—I propose
the health of—of----(in a sudden burst
of tnenemonlc discovery)—of Samuel
Mark Twain!"
Which is on a par with Ste Henry',
memorable reference to a famous
American comedian as "our little
friend, Nato Goodwin."
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
Soldier of Ancient Date Always
Used Silver Bullets to
Shoot Them.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICA t NORTH PIFT
TZLIPHON1111
Residence age Office ass
OR. R. f. HEARNE
BROOXHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE•NO.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 333
Office hours Ito to Lm., Ito
p. mu, and 7 to 9 p.
Or. Cilidress
EYE, EAR, NOSE- AND
THROAT.







after a trial by people who suf-
fer from hcadaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.








Office over Globe Bank and Trust EDISONCo.. 306 Broadway.
STANDARD
C. MANNING SEARS, IL 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
 4
In witchcraft lore silver seems to Office +06 Broadway—Phone see
have been credited with great power
to disperse evil spirits, says the Phil. Residence, 1x9 Broadway.
adelykl.e Record. In an old book eta Phone raw
the subject one reads of a "vallukilletagaa.e..
Sould!er who had skill in Necromancy,"
and who always used "silver bullets
to shoot away the witches." The evi-
dences of such superstition are brought
directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
farmer.
Mr. Vedderman is Interested in cu.
rios, and purchased recently an old
musket at a farmhouse sale. From its
appearance the weapon antedates the
revolution. It was in a deplorable
state of rust, and in cleaning it the
new owner discovered that it WAS
loaded.
He ec-efully withdrew the charge,
and to lia surprise found instead at
bullete two silver shillings, dated 1751,
tightly wadded with leaves of a Bible
of ancleet print. Beneath the coins
6,68 a re7,11.1 lock of hair and a piece
of paper containine an illegible quo-
Ucrn. The gunpowder was coarse and
andonbtedly of colonial manufacture
The whole looks vary much like a
charmed charge, eeleulated to demo).
ish some weird eely of the broom.
stick
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER.
Lrrangement by Which the Task le
Rendered Comparatively
nary.
My oeseponion was set at tying the
isgs of the deer together, while I cut
dowa a bird' sapling some three inches
in &tweeter and about ten feet in length,
writes John Boyd, in Recreation
• birch tree was chosen became It is
demi and arcing-I, and being tough
grained a lesser size can be used than
would be necessary with some other va-
rieties, the extra weight of 'which count
for much on a long carry.
This completed, the pole was pushed
between the legs, now tiled together at
the knee Joints, and the head of the ani-
mal secured by rope close up to the car-
rying pole.
It is an advantage to get the animal is
as compact a mass as possible, for in go-
ing through dense bush every additional
foot of burden you have to push and
guide through the maze of branches the
harder it will be on the carriers; aad If
the body of the deer is well lashed to the
pole and as close up to it as possible the
lees strain there will be when you get
into step in the open or when climbing
over- rebel uLtIuus,gntzIng up bfdbwu
hills, or crossing streams on a fallen
tree. It is in such places that the pen-
dulum-like motion becomes a nuisance,
but which Is readily overcome by seqing
that the animal is bound close to the car-
rying pole.
Holland Smoking Society
A parliament of smokers which was
organized at Laeken, in Holland, tr
society which calls Itself the Vlaameele-
Pljpenrookers, has ended in the vic-
tory of one Frank Kos in the principal
contest. Kos established a record of
keeping his pipe alight for three hours
and seven minutes without asking for
• second match. • The second in this
competition was a man named Mer-
tens, who kept his alight for two hours
and 63 minutes, and the third was one
Sruyneel, who smoked without a break
tor two hour, and three-quarters.
London's Trading Square.
The city of London, the mile square
aturieipalfly In which the bulk of Lon-
don's financial and wholesale Mutineer
is done, is likely moon to suppress all
kinds of street trading.
"Cahn" Policemen.
The Parisian Munictpal committees
who visited London recently wean
orintipsny orsek in the Boatels es* B01 H 'PHONES
tai by "the mem of OR gottosnalue 4 Na, /To •- .
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Attorney-at-Law
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Atte. our fountain has fel ensile-1G
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25 cent Bottles.
'Phone Us Your Order.
BACON'S
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Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237.
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 38.
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPHENSON.
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At Register Blinding, 533 Broadway.
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Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5•=x)
Six Months  Leo
Three Months  1.25
One Week   .zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, May II, zgo6.
Chicago's Water Fund.
So much is said in the corporation
organs about politics in municipal
plants or the ,danger „of politicians
handling the funds, that we respect-
fully direct attention to the conditions
existing in the managemedt of the
water plant owned •by the City of
Chicago. The earnings of the water
department of that city have now
reached the magniEcient sum of four
millions of dollars.
The water department two days
ego proposed to build a city hall for
the city provided they could rent it.
But the point is, Chicago is the sec-
ond largeest city in the United, States
—it awns and operates its water
works—it is a city that has all kinds
of politicians—and yet it has $4,000,-
coo in the water fund. That sum
represents the profits made on the
plant, and if politicians make it a
business to steal the public funds,
why is it that they have not stolen
that money.
The corporation papers of Chicago
never have anything to say abou
mismanagement of the plant—so we
take it that it is beiog properly
managed.
We said Chicago has had all
of politics.
Our readers will remember that less
than ten years ago when a corrupt
general council was attempting to!
vote away franchises to street rail-
way companys by the wholesale, the
people of Chicago went to the city
t,hall with ropes in their hands and
hreatened to hang a lot of the alder-
en to the lamposts.
Yes, there is corruption in politics
hen corporations and others want
f yore. In New York the authorities
now probing, and have been prob-
O for two years, corperat, corrup-
n: and even now the federal gov-
ernment is probing into the corrupt
practices of corporations. We wish
it understood, that we believe three
are some honest corporations and ;t
is also true that there are some hi:m-
eet officials, and above all we veish to'
say that the people. as * whok, a
honest, and will give honest corpora-
tion a- ua 1141144114 forte greedy
and grasping corporations to give the
people a square oral.
The News-Democrat tried to mis-
lead the people into believing that
only about 300 people signed the
petition to the general. council to
submit a bond issued to the people
for a water and light plant. When
the question of farming out the
city light plant was up and the
council chamber wae  packed with
•
I
cf the city owning a water and light
plant. A convass has been made of
the city and tlt_e advocates of muni-
cipal ownership, know exactly where
hey stand.
In Louisville a judgment for $soo
was rendeted against the city for in-
ji:ries sustained by a young lady
iii falling over a pile of brick left
on the sidewald by a contractor.
1he city of Paducah will have sot=
ot those suits on hand if the street
and sidewalk contractors are not
compelled to remove the piles of
rubbish that has been standing on
the unfinished streets and sidewalks
for the* past six months. Two
rticiiitliS ago the' board — of public
works issued orders to clear the
streets, and again yesterday. If the
contractors db not comply, the next
move should be to procure war-
rants.
A city never makes a mistake in
granting the people the privilege to
vote on any and all propositions of
vital importance. Every measure
either has merit, or it has not. Un-
der the laws of our couuntry a ma-
jority rules, and in nine out of every
ten instances, the majority is right.
The fact that several ,members of the
late boards of the city refused to
receive a petition from a respectable
number of citizens, contributed very
largely to their defeat for reelection.
The people rule this country and while
they may be thwarted at, times yet
they will eventually prevail.
•
The insurance companies pose as
-benefactors, but that only holds good
when the sttocicholders can get hand-
some dividends. 'When heavy loses
strike them like the San Francisco
tire, instead of going down in their
pockets to make good the losses, they
very kindly raise the rates elsewhere
and allow their patrons the privilege
of paying the bill for them.
A Philadelphia llsaik clerk is
cbarged with stealing anywhere from
$150,000 to $500,000 of the concern's
I money. When he is put in the pen;-
i tent iary it would be a good idea to
kinds
send along a few directors also.
Gen. Jno. B. Castlman is said to
have refused *the- pvesidency of alio
Dauglas Park Jockey club, which'
position pays the modest sum of
Sio,000 per year, the reasons being
it- is alleged, his lack of time to de-
vote to the racing t i mil., •Nlost illi
of us would strain a •it'nd work
a little overtime on a job like that.
John S. 1.aurence has leased the
Cadiz Record from Henry R. T.aur-
eace, lately appointed adjutant gen-
eral of Kentucky. The lessee will
have as associate Geo. L. SznitE,
who has been with the Recard for
several years.
The  step of Louisville have
asked the governor to put the lid
en that village. To be effective the
lin must be of the best chilled steel
--the ordinary





The report of Supt. Leslie P. Hite
of the electric light plant of Hen-
derson has been published, and, like
the different reports of Supt. Breid-
enback of the Owensboro plant, it
makes an 'excellent showing for
municipal ownership of public util-
ities. In this report it is shown that
the plant has saved. the city of Hen'
people to protest against the closing'
of the plant, a petition had been cir-
that it has earned a profit of $5962,
making a total earning of $11,865.87.
celated asking the general council to In the past year the cash receipts
give the people a vote on water and .show an increase of $4.3t3.83, while
light bonds and hundreds of citizens 
:the operating expenses have in-
creased only $100.ig. In addition to
signed it. This petition was filed these facts a year's salary and the
with the general council bf Ole at- 1-oepita1ellipen.see of an employe
aorneys of the people and this last
petition is but supplementary.
There is on file in the office of.St
certain prominent citizen, a list of
overone thousand names of people
were p4t.h.bicause lie Wail injured
by a polV'Tillitig on him.
Squelching a Toady. •
(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
''Senator Tiliman'e attack on the
for the organization .4.a. municipal Federal judiciary was as intemperate
as one' 'mightlea.gve. On that list appear the have expected a critic-
ism of that ,sort to be when cons-
'names of bankers, lawyers, doctors, .ing from the Singh Carolina +Renate*.
merchants, mechanics and in feet' all B ase of it., extreme quality tit.
classes, including some of the most treasure of truth Which it conveyed
_wealthy and prominent people of .thjit iS likely to lose the effect which
•cite. The object in prepating for a 1nmight otherwise have followed.
"In Itithinous' contrast to Senator
municipal league Was that in close- l'illman'e wholesale' c-astigation was
• the present general council did 'not Preaident Roosevelt's recent adverse
give the people what they asked-R,leotriment on, the ruling of Judge
to organize the body and put a Humphrey in the Federal Beef trust
:-ticket in the field at the coming elec- casea."---Kansas City Star.
Itidginst from the tactics of certain
lion. There are 'too less than 3,00o Roosevelt -partisans, of which our
voters in Paducah who are in favot Kansas City contemporary is a sam•
ple, if your name happens to be
Theodore Roosevelt and you happen
to be president of the United States,
you may rage and criticise to your
heart's ocntent and you are invul-
nerable• but if your name, perchance,
is not TheR/dore Roosevelt and yos
have failed to catch the presidency,
YOU haven't the right to shy any
br;cks. The question of Senator
Tillman's intemperance has nothing
to do with the propriety of a critic-
ism of one branch of the govern-
ment by a member of another. If
you're Tillman, don't. That seems
to be about all.
UNUSUAL SCENE
Full-Blooded African Addresses
Methodist Audience at Birm-
ingham.
Birmingham, Ala., May 10.—The
unusual scene was presented in
Birmingham last night of a full-
blooded African addressing at the
First Methodist Episcopal church an
aticlience which was so large that
standing room in the great building
was at a premium. The Rev. W. S.
Shepperd, missionary to the Congo
Free State and Fraternal Delegate
to the M. E. General conference
from the African Methodist church,
was the speaker, and for an hour and
a half the audience hung upon his
words as he related his thrilling ex-
periences as a missionary iif the
heart of the Dark Continent. Nea'r
the close, as he spoke of the great
v:ork the church is doing by making
possible the spread of Christianity in
that country, appealing for more men
to ,aid in the work, many of the.
Bishops of the church and prominent
visiting churchmen, as well as hun-
dreds of the audience, were touched
to tears by the speaker's appeals for




The miners and operators have
agreed to agree for another three
years. The operators and the rail-
roads will now get together to
Mulct the public of a sum corres-
sonding to, the load taken off its
mind by the good news.—Louisville
Times.
Henry 31. Rogers indirectly says
that Premdent Roosevelt has lied
about the Standard Oil company id
his message to congress. Of course,
everybody knows that Mr. Rogers
never tells anything but the truth.
about the big corporation of which
he is now the active head—Owens-
boro Inquire.
We still have a few men in this
community who stand around on the
street corners and from morning un-
til night complain about the town,
their neighbors, their taxes and the
v,eather. Such - men are mighty
common clay and it is fortunate we
have so few of them. Such men are
of no use to the town, their families
er their God. They seem to live but
no one can tell how. Like mosqui-
tos and flies, they are not fatal but
disagreeable to have about -Prince-
ton Leader.
-They lynch ncgroes in some places
for shooting 'horses. In Louisville the
negro is given a registration certi-
ficate for shooting craps.—Louisville
Herald
It is remarkable how few of the
discoverers and conquerors of the
new world died in peace. Columbus
died of a broken heart, Balbao was
disgracefully beheaded, Cortez was
dishonored, Sir Walter Raleigh was
beheaded, Pizarro was murdered.
Ojeda died in poverty, Henry find
eon was left to the mercy- ofrl the
Indians along the hay which he' dis-
The old-fashioned woman said
little and spanked much; the woman
of the present time says much and
spanks little. When we remember
the spankings we got when we were
little we think today's woman is the
better, but when we see how noisy
today's children are we wish we




Jury Says Jeminus McChesney, co
ored, Met Death by Unknown
Canoes.
Lent evening the corrmer'e jury met
at the office of Justice Charlee Emery
of South Fourth street and return
a verdict that Jetnima M'cChesney,
colored, of Eighth and Washington
streets, came to her death two
months ago from cans e% unknown to
the jurors. She is the woman who
took oninine and, was thought' by
some- hadlbeen, by accident given moll,
phine. The 'stomach was examined'
by the Louisville an /lyrical expert
and found to contain .110t Olson. 
FOUR MILLIONS
THE AMOUNT NOW IN CITY
WATER FUND OF
CHICAGO.
Wants to Loan It To The City Or
Build a City Hall and Reent
It To City.
-Chicago, Ill., May to.—Off,icials of
the water department suggested a
plan yesterday by which Chicago may
stcure a new city hall. There is $4,-
000,000 surplus in the water depart-
meta. and it,, is. suggested. that- the,
water department be authorized to
erect a city hall with this money, the
city to pay an annual rtntaltiak the
use of the structure, which \,‘ ill net
the water bureau far more interest
than is now secured from the banks.
Under the pr..sent regime the water
department is separate from other
city departments and pays rent wattle
municipal government for the use of
offices in the city hall and other city
property. If the water department
shrould ereect ,a new city building
conditions wonfd be reversed and the
water officials are quite confident that
the investment would prove a profit-
able one to their department.
The ylan was laid before Assistant
Corp° ion Counsel Sullivan yes-
terday 4fternoon and he will inquire
into the legality of such an expend-
iture by the water department. Re
said yest rday he thought the de-
partment old be authorized to ex-
pend its su lus for such an invest-
ment
OUT FbR JAUNT.
Mr. Lamb and Party of Friends
Passed This City Yesterday.
Yesterday Mr. t.afayette Lamb,
the retired Clinton, Iowa millionaire.
reached here with his several pleas-
ure boats that had aboard a party of
friends, en route up the Ohio r.ver
to Irouisville.
It1 the fleet is the yacht "Wandertr
II' towing the houseboat "Idler."
The yacht -Chaperone" is toeing
the houseboat "Summer Girl." The
feet is from Clinton. Iowa.
In the party are Mr. and Mrs.
I afayette Lamb, Capt. Lee Gordon,
Mrs, R. Huffman, Mr: and Mrs. J.
Eingham, Mme. Bingham,, Mrs.
George McDade, Mrs. E. B. Mc
Cullough, the Misses McCullough,
George Wilson, Commodore J. I.
Dooley zed Capt. Thomas Dawson.
• ..The fleet is lavish in its appoint-
Ments and besides the regular crew
on• the boats there is an elaborate
retinue of servants. The boats are
lighted with electricity.
ROBBERS ARE BAFFLED.
Hold Up Canadian Limited, Rifle
Wrong Car, Then Flee.
Vancouver, B. C. May to—The Im
perial limited war. neId up on the
main line of the Canadian Pacifi-:
railway near Kamloops, zeo miles
from here, early today. The robbers
compelled the engineer to irtcottple
the mail car, from the rest of the
train and haul it a mile away where
they rifled it of the register( d let-
ters.
The robbers' were under Cie im-
ression that the express packages
were in the mail car, but whioi they
found that the express was in an-
ether car they had not nerve enough
to go back for it and slipped away
into the
The robbery occurred near a small
slatton called Furrer, between Kam-
loops and Duck,. Special officers
lenve been sent ep from Vancouver
to pursue the robbers. The bandits
made no attempt to interfere with
the passengers.
SOMETHING INTERESTING.
May Be Told, Grand Jury By New
Presidrst of Mutual  Life.
New York, May to.—The Time;
today says: District Attorney Jerome
has just isltne a subpocnae for
Charles A. Peabody, president of the
Mutual Life Insurance company,
compelling his attendance before the
special grand jury investigating in-
surance matters.
President Peabody, it is under-
stood, will be a willing witness and
hl tell ell he knows about the
Itsansartions' carried on through the
Mutintra department of purchase and
sappliew durigg the old regime.
Since Mr. Peabody started out on
the task of *arcking the history .of
department he has had a special
ittee at' work investigating its
affairs, and he, will be able to tell
the special grand jury many things
the Armstrong legislative .committee
was not able to learn. Mr. Jerome
lias not yet determined when Mr.
Peabody will be called.
 6
DRUGGISTCHARGEDI
DR. PATE ACCUSED OF SELL-
ING COCAIN.4 WITHOUT
LICENSE.
Harry Clark, WPite, Arrested at Deg-
ter, Mo., on Charge of Steal-
ing Articles Here.
N'esestterday Dr. M. E. Pate of
Jacksoll between Tenth and Eleventh
streets was summoned to appear be-
fore Judge Sanders this morning in
the police court to answer to the
charge...o.L. selling cpcaine _without a
license. The warrant against him
was taken out yesterday by Jerry
Overton, colored, who claims that
the doctor has been guilty of selling
the drug at his private residence,
without first procuring -from the city
authorities the necessary license en-
titling him to do this business. Dr.
Pate formerly owned the drug store
at Seventeenth and Jackson streets
but has sold it to Dr. Broadway, and
despite this Overton contends that
Pate continued disposing of the drug
at his home.
Caught at Dezter.
Chief James Collins yesterday re-
ceived word -from Dexter, Mo., stat-
ing that Harry Clark, alias, 'Slim"
Clark' had been captured at that city
and was being held for the local
thorities on whose complaint he was
arrested.
This morning Mt. T. J Moore,
former city detective of Paducah,
leaves for that city to bring Clark
back to stand trial.
Mrs. Walter Warren. who runns a
cane and knife rack at the carnival
that has been showing here, complain-
ed to the police authorities several
days ago that Clark, who was work-
ing for her, snob knives, pistol.,
rings. etc.. worth about $75 and skip-
ped out. She immediately got out a
warrant for the young man who has
been looked for by the authorities
that finally tocated him at -Dexter
. Take' Vacation.
Patrolman James Brennan and
lien Singery today:commence taking
their aeries tacation for this year.
according to. he ordinance which
permits every patrolman on the force
to have a seven days' vacation on
full pay each twelve months.
Shoe* Pols.
Duke Bird and Charle. Wade, color-
ed, were arrested yesterday by Of-
ficer Lige Cross on the charge of
stealing a'pair of shoes from the bug-
gy of Farmer Culp of the county,
who left the vehicle standing on the
city scales lot on South Second street.
The footgear was recovered from the
accused who arc caarged eith petty
larceny.
Bellboy Cut With Knife.
A young clerk named Ferguson of
the Stutz confectionary in The Palm-
er building at Fifth and Broadway,
yesterday afternoon got into a dif-
ficulty with Evvic Blisson. a negro
bellboy for the hotel. and cut him
with a long banana knife. Ferguson
claims he wa. justified and surrender-
ed himself to the judge who released
him on bond, furnished by his fatlitr,
The bellboy had stepped lip to the
confectionary door when he and the
clerk got into an alteration and the
latter for protection got a knife,
which he used on the darks.. who is
not seriously cut.
Arrested on Suspicise.
A negro boy thought to be one of
those who burglarized the Captain
Thomas Herndon residence, was ar-
rested yesterday by the police. who
will not give out his name until fith-
era thought to have been with him
at the time are captured.
•••••••••••••••
Husband Located.
The chief received a letter yester-
day from Chicago, wherein Mrs. W.
R. Zwetow asked that her husband.
of the Doyle-West Comedy company.
that showed here April ifith be lomat
ed. The officers found Zwetow ,till
A new prates*, for purification !of
sugarbeet juice by Means of hydro-
sulphuric acid, is itnnottneed by Con-
sul of Pfhgue. The Bribe-
ermindlnvenitors have obtained patents
in Aitstria' and Germany. I 
ago..
wife's inqUiry. Ile forgot- to Write
her, and is remaining here to take
part tomorrow in the San Francisco
benefit to be given at The Kentucky.
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Our new exchange has been cons'
Watch Stolen. 
pleted and the public is respectfully
-Blacksmith W. P. Parker of 'South iuvited to viltit the operating rooms
Second, reported' to the police yes-
onreday at 
stole 
the evening- before-some- between
 the 'hours of 9 a' 
in.. and 4te 
his watch while he was 0, m. Sundao excepted.
passing through a crowd. It has
not been recovered yet.
Inquires of the Dead. ,
Chief Collins yesterday received a scuth and no 
expense . has bee*
Crneinnati, asking for particuirs about
of spared to sylote the latest InVOn•letter from .Mirs. Louise Sibird.
the death of Billy Hoover or Hoovies. 
tions and improvements lateens isa
the telephone art which a a guar-N o t hing is known of hien here.
Our switch board is the most
modern np to-date Jtstettl ill. the
,t. 
a.. e of tap% )aervise...m our `sub-
Jibes's.Sea-Sickness. $ 
"A pirate boarded once a record- 
.
breaking liner. ' tots to 
employ more than opera-
r operate this switchboard and
75
"As, armed to the teeth, he clim- More Thad ildis number of other em-
beret, up the side, he saw a seasick ployee to maintain lines and install
paneenger leaning over the rail. 'inew subscribers.
"'Throw up your hands!' Hie piratic' We will ..stke Pieiiiiiiiin showing
shouted,. fiercely. ., all visitors fligpugh•the plant.
;ep"iThie passenger, with a wan smile,'
I 
'0...i..1.....6...s.





--PADUCAH KEPT BUSY HOLD-
ING DANVILLE
DOWN.
A _Close and Interesting Game at The
Park Yesterday—Cairo and Vin-
cennes Tie' for Second Place
How They Stand:
W. L. Per.
Paducah. 8 o 1.000
Vincennes .5 3 .62
Cairo 5 3 .62c
Danville 3 6 _s50
Mattoon   .. 2 '6 -390
Jacksonville . 6 ,:,1250
Yesterday's Results.
0 Paclucalt 2; Danville 1
Cairo 4; Vincennes t
Jacksonville 7; Mattoon 1.
) ,
*
33 V'4 VT .1
rade c a A B. R. I . PO. A .
Taylor .cf.  2 0 0 0 0
4 NloClaip If. o 1 oo
Gilligan A. .. 3 t 'o o 10 o
I Haas ill,  3pfj41 91
Weitzel lb. 1 o
Perry ss 30 0 2 2
M. Miller xf —4 0 otoo
Nippert c. 3 °
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0 bi4la and two wild pitches. Lind-
.0pRated 'great ball for the visitors.
atillhe story of the Hyphens de-
feat. "r • I
The features were Ensings wonders SPRING
.ful double Opt, unassisted, with bases,
full and retiring the side; the fielding.
of Lotshaw, Diehl, O'Brien and Walls
brilliant score.
RHE
Jacksonville 7 to lt
Hyphens  ,  6 2
Batteries—Lindley and Belt; Traut-
man and Siehissill. Umpire, Hackett.
Phone Compromise
Refused By Board
(Continued From First t•age.)
•
geound that he had already had war-
rants issued in his official capacity of
acting mayor, and he thought the
courts should decide the matter. An
appeal was then taken from Stark's
out of order ruling, and all the mem-
bers except the president and Aldsr-
man Miller voted to take the matte'
up now. This carrying, it was placed
before the house and the majority
voted to release the festival promot-
ers from the license. The only two
voting against this were Miller and
AtArks•
Mr. Statics after the meeting said
this did 'not mean the warrant would
e dismissed this morning in the p0-
court by 'him, but, that he would
leave it to Judge Sanders to decide
wtether the city can exempt or
whether the people will have to pay.
•
Soldier of Fortune Wins
Presidency of Republic
City of Mexico, May to.—Senor
Luis, Galvez Rodrigues di Arias, who
was president of the reptiblic- of Acre,
the disputed territory on the borders
of Bolisla and Brazil, from July, 1899,
to May, i9oo, is a resident of this city.
Senor Galvez - was an officer in the
Spanish army in the war between
Spain and the United States. At the
close of the war, he was dropped from 4
the service when Spain decreased the
number of her army officers. '4
He decided to go to Brazil and try
his fortune in a new land. When he.
reached Rio de Janeiro .the people of
Acre were in rebellion against Braid.'
lie offered his services and for
money consideration promised "to
pacify the people. Brazil consented
and gave him a small steamer in
which, ts.ith thirty-two Spaniards who
had sailed with him from Cuba, be
started up the Amazon river.
Grafted to Abandon Enterprise.
When the part) reached Manaos,
'the capital of the state of Amazonas,
the atishettities at Rio de Janeiro had
ehaneied their minds in regard to rhe
expedition and he received orders to
artiettelon the project and return to the
capital without delay. Galvez had
given tip everythiag to undertake the
task. fie bad nothing to lose and he
dttermined to contione his journey to
Acre.
When be arrived a( the capital of
the disturbed country he found th:
natives in a state of revolt against
both Bolnia and Brazil. Ile at once
annorneed himself as their protector
and snon gathered an army of 8,000
natives about him. They unanimous-
ly elected him president ei Acre,
%illicit office he ftlled for nine months.
Wilk his little army lw twice defeated
the Brazilians and three times defeat-
ed the Bolivians. The latter country
had en army of 22.000 against him.
After tonnie months of rampalittitig
Galvez contracted the tropical tRika,
called beriberi, which canced his timha
to swell.
Double plays--Burrow tor, fipencer.
Bases on balls—Off Selby 6; off
'Allier 4.




Danville at Paducah. I• Vincennes at Cairo. •
Jacksonville at Minnie
A fair sized crowd witnes4s4, the
second game of the series with Dan-
ville at the park yesterday, and from
the very start the fans had doubts
about the result. The indW.ksto
kept on a jump and the credit/or e
victory may be divided wit1173.te
Selby and Hirst Baseman Wills of
the Danville*, and until Alpospqrt
steadied himself under a foul pdy-up
in the ninth, thfe fans didiliori tgeathe
easy. With two men out and i'mail
on second. Nippert nak4,the fly.a.nd
it was all over. The Misdate& hits
were scattered from thei,second La
the eighth innings.
In the first Danville wee; out i one,
two, three; C. Fleming's left handed
catch cheated Paducah out of two
runs as it was good for two bags,
with •wo men on bas,-4. .
In the second, with first and third
covered, Quiesser shot the ball down
to Miller. but he was napping and
nitiff let in a score.
In the third with the bags full. Sel-
by kindly walked a. man in, but furth-
er proceedings were stopped on a
double.
In the fourth Quiesseer's three bag-
ger to center landed lc lone score of
thevisitors. ll .
In the sixth with lloiycross on
hlfirst, a sacrifice collided with Wetzel
idway home, and seeing. third un-
.overed. Holycross dug for that point
only to find Pitcher Nii4ehere death
4 -a hot liner from Fraa%-iii his hands,
making a split double. ,
In the seventh NfcClsiin's iwiltiant
running catch aided in kgcpipg the
visitors from reaching frhrit
In the eighth, the anxiety Of the
-viiitors to score found three coachers
at first to help a friend, but Mr.
Veach issued a ticket for a walk to
the bench. •• .




Spencer as.  
, •
AR.ft
 5 • 0 3 1
5 0.1 3 3 0
Hay wort h V   0.' I 2 0 0
Wills lb. 4 -.0 t 7 o o
<YConnell 2h. - 3 a s 1 2 0
HatyCso•A rf. 2 0 1 3 0 0
Burrow cf. 3 o 9. I .. I .o
Quicser C. 3 0 2 4 3 1
Selby p. 400020
1-1talso.--t
Hit by pitched ball—IlloClain,
Haa%, Ilaywotfh.
Wild piteshes--Mitler two. .
Left on bases—Danville 9; Paducah
1.
_




Cairo, Ill.. May io.---sThe IdhI
for second place resulted/31 a UP Mb
4,4fentage with the visitors, the home
am whaling in X mall played gante.
,Gtty pitched beady ball but lacked




Cairo 4 W a
liatterios--Gay and Matteson7- Way
and Wolfe. Umpire, Bush.
•••••01.1=.1111.
Jacksonville 7; Illetteetc.ts
Mattoon, Ir. My to.—The siaitiars
eversed the order of things today
defeated tits-. locals. Rath to which„
, 1V1t1t10011.i pitcher contributliliffATiltd-
*
Sells Offioe to
Being obliged, therefore, to lave
the country he capitulated to the
Ilrazilian troops. receiving 2,000,000
francs and the promise of 250 strin-
gales of rubber land, which was equiv-
alent to nearly $8,000.
He went to Europe where he was
after a short time emirely cured of
the disease. Returning to Rio de
Janeiro he tried to claim his 250 serin-
gales of rubber lands, but his de-
mands were not heeded. He was told
hr V1 [odd have -try go anaos
have his claims honored. When he
reached Manaos he was seized and
put in prison, tint nranaged to escape
and make his, way by foot to George-
town, the capital of British Guiana.
Ile still holds his claims against Bra-
zil for his rtibber lands, but the
chances are shm for his ever receiv-
ing anything' from that government.
'in erty lte found sonte good
6itieods who set him up in business:
For Big Handicap.
-.Louisville, Ky., May To.—The
rockey Club has an-
viotinced 411 willingness to add $1,500
t* the dbitilicrs' proffered $3,soo for
the "Wottled in Bond" Handicap for
3-year-olds. If the race cannot be
arranged for the spring or fall meet-
ing t.Iiii year the club may hang up
154200 if the distillers give a like
amount, opd!midite a $10,080 3-year-
race,- for ' next spring that will
share -interest with the Kentucky
Derby. The distillers' offer came
thypagik John R. Thompson of Har-
!Oda**, Ky.





This Morning the Troup• Waves for
Cairo Where Their No. 2 Com-
pany Is Now Showing.
The ten days and nights of carni•
val closed last evening and this
morning at 8:,30 o'clock The Cosmo-
politan people leave for Cairo where
their No. company isnow 'playing,
having opened their the first of this
‘ieek. On account of the chilliness
of the weather a very small crowd
was out last night, but they seemed
to enjoy themselves in helping wind
IT the annual spring festival that has
been a source of much enjoyment to
the many thousands participating
in it.
It was reported in one of the.
afternoon papers that the attractions,
would remain here until the last of
the week, re-painting the fronts and
overhauling things in general for
their next stand, but Manager An-
derson last night said they would
get away this morning for Cairo, and
hop to come back here again some
day, but under different circum-
stances from the streneous ones
which have prevailed during their
appearance in this city.
The No. 2 company opened at the
Tgyptian city the first of this week.
but the electric light plant for that
aggregation has not reached Cairo.
to when the delegation showing her
gets to that place today they wig
take the electric plant that has been
used here and install it for the bal-
ance of the week there. Tfie shows
here will join those at Cairo, and
'text Sunday it will be decided which
way to send each of them in cover•
ing the circuit to be made this sea-
son by the outfit.
The matter of city license will bz
found in the proceeding of the board
of aldermen.
Justice Charles Emery will try the
warrants charging the management
with failing to pay the state and
county license for the various attrac-
tions. The license for this latter was
paid for the present week, but noth-
ing done for last week in this line.
Although they have showed under
unusual circumstances, Managers
Snyder and Anderson have shown
themselves gentlemen of a-very high
order, and did everything possible
to be of assistance of doing what
they though was right. They made
many friends in this city and will
always be accorded a- warm welcome
n their return to Paducah.
This morning he work of tearing
down the buildings wil lbe started
ansl the grounds possibly cleared by
evening. This relates to the en-
trance and woden structures, whit?
last evening immediately after the
shows closed the owners commenced
packing and will have all aboard the
t' am in time to depart this morning
at the mentioned hour.
Mad Dog Scare.
ITopkinsville. Ky., May to.—Con-
siderable alarm has been caused a
few miles west of Hopkinsville by a
mad dog which was at large in that
section for a day and night before
filially being killed by Geo. Majors.
g this time the dug traveled a
cc orUtiont five miles, making
his way principally through the fields
and bitting all the cattle, chickens
and dogs with which he came in
contact. lie Aid not attack5 any per-
sons, but much uneasiness is felt that




Articles of incorporatton were tiled
this morning for James Cates & Son
•o, incorporators
TO.—
LAWYERS ARE PAID $126.000
Contest Over Mrs. Schandein's Will
Nets Legal Talent Handsomely.
Milwauee, Wis., May to—Lawyers
in this city received fees to the
amount of over $125,000 for the set-
tlement of the Schandein will case.
The money is paid by the contestants
of the will. Mrs. Ella Frank and Emil
Schandein.' The leading lawyers in
the case were Tames G. Flanders
Charles L. Fawcett, Charles Quarles,
George P. Miller, recently elected to
the board of trustees of the New
York Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany; E. L. Frisbie of Buffalo and N.
M. Redfield.
An' official review and summary of
the settlement and the will, which is
now to_ be probateit in due -form;
shows that Mrs. Frank and 'Emil
Schandein get $455,00o each. . When
the have paid the expenses oLthe,ljti-
gation they will have about $400,000
each left. In addition to this they
have an income of aobut $12,000 a
year from real estate.
The settlement is as follows: Mrs.
Heyl gives to Emil Schandtin and
MTS. Frank 300 shares each out of
her 3,500 shares of Papst Brewing
company. stock. These two receive
$50000.
Mrs. Hey' retains 2,900 shares and
Mr. Hey1 118 shares of stock of the
Pabs Brewing company.
FOLK,S LIFE NOT MENACED.
Harmless Dry Battery Causes Excite-
ment in Missouri. However.
Jefferson City, Mo., May to.—A
harmless zinc tube about two and
one-half inches long and three-eights
inch in diameter caused all kinds of
excitement about Jefferson City to-
day. The tube was nothing but an
old wornout dry battery which was
picked up by some workmen about-
two weeks ago and left in the adiut-
ant general's office, where is was
discovered today.
Some of the employes about the
capitol were .afraid the thing was an
infernal machine till Commissioner
Seaber examined it, told them what
it was put it in his pocket and walked
away with it.
treeV. ufi..ms.,y0c ndfkeis hrdll dlu
Meantime, however, the Word had
been flashed over the country that an
infernal machine had been found in
the Missouri capitol atie that an at-
tempt had been mae to assassinate
Governor Folk. For several hours.
therefore. the telegraph and teele-
phone wires were crowded with in-
quiries as to the safety of the govern-
or and the capitol.
---4-- — -
Not His Hour.
A Chicage a was praising the latei
Miarehall; Fi 4., ,
"Mr. Tie! wa a kindly man,' he
said. "He spoke ill of no one. And
when his opinion was asked of a per-
son, and.it was not a favorable opin-
ion, he would '-express it in such a
gentle and quaint way that its sting
would be collie lost.
"Once at. a dinner. I praised the
conversational talent of a man across
the table. I said to Mir. Field:
"'Do yott know him?'
'"'T have met him,' the other ans-
wered.
" 'Well, he is a clever chap,' cairl T.
'He can talk brilliantly for an hour at
a stretch.' .
"'Then, when I met him.' said Mr.
Field, 'it must have been the begin-
ning of the second hour.'"—Chicago
Post.
SENTENCE SERMONS. ,
• For every real sorrow there are a
hundred shadows.
No man ever became wise who
feared to be called a fool.
' A nian's imagination reveals more
than the imaginary man.
Master yonr tools and your treas-
ure will take care of itself.
Hard is the exit from Easy street
and many there be that find it.
MIGHTY
MAY SPECKS

















20 ps. of Linen Lawn, yard wide and all linen, a 35c value for
25C.
pa. Mercerised Dress linen, dark brown, color, a 40c value
for 111c per yd.
x ps. of Mercerized Spun Silk, dark brown color, a 38c quality
for 15C.
ps. of Black India Silk, 27 inches wide, a 75c value for 49c-
5 ps. of Dress Silks, small cheecks and stripes, some were 6oc
and some were 49c, your choice at 39c per yd
5 ps. of Fancy Drees Silks, this Spring's newest styles, values
8x.00 for 59c per yd.
x ps. of Embroidered Linen Suiting, white, all linen with ern.
broidered figure, $1.00 value for 49c per yd.
A lot of Torchon Laces, an linen at sc per yd.
A lot of Embroidery, ed gings and insertions, at foe per yd.
so Umbrellas, Black twin gloria, with handsome handles, at
$1.00.
Gents Shirts, Tan color, with soft collar ttached, 50 c each.
5 pa. of Rajah Silk, the genuine $125 value for 75c per yd.
50 ps. of Lawns white grounds, colored figures, a 5c value at
4c•
Ladies Ribbed Cotton Tights, summer weight, a 50 quality at
15c OT 2 for asc.
so doz. of Gents Socks, black with white feet, at toe or 3 pr.,
for a5c.
Ladies elbow length silk mitts, lace all over, at 25c.
L. B. Ogilvie Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
PADUCAH vs VINCENNES
At League Ball Park.
MAY 12, 13 and 14
General admission 25 cents; rand stand 35 cents; box seats 6o cents;
Tickets on sale Smith & Nagel's, Fourth and Broadway. Time called at
3: 30 p. rrt.
TODAY IS LADIES' DAY
LEAGUE PARK.
PADUCAH VS. DANVILLE
MAY 9, 10 & 11
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o CENTS.
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M. SHARP.
and J. H. Cates, J. E. Edmunds. The
conipany wilt manufacture woolen
and cotton goods, flour and feed-
staffs. The capital stock is $25,000
and the indebtedness is not to ex-
ceed $40,000. "rhe corporation be-
gins business at once, and is for
fifty years.
The Clever Valet.
Senator Beveridge was discussing a
bill (long sidce defeated) that seem-
ed to have been framed for the pro-
iection of dishonesty.
'Wheoever I think of that bill,'
he said, "I an reminded of a certain
rich man's valet.
"The valet, one morning, was
brushing his master's clothes.' He in-
troduced into this procedure a start-
ling innovation. He n3sulle a careful
search of all the pockets.
"In the pocket of a new waistcoat
the valet fonnd a silver dollar. There-
upon he took °tat his penknife, sighed
and said:
"'For the waistcoat's sake it's a
thousand pities, but there's nothing
else to done. I must make a hole in
The banana, like most plants. has this pocket large enotigb for the, dol-
it pectiar disease—a bliht whit-blur
(poses much lows in Central America, World, 
through.' "—New 
yorkiLENDLERI& LYDON.
x dg to slip 
. •.!%. '
It's Up to You!
Remember it's free. See




Call at ou rstore and hear the
specially propared Records of Bands
other Instrumental Music, Songs,
Stories, Recitations, ind asalsre your-
pelf that this is the best offered. You
guy only the Recordie.
STANDARD TALKING
• MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS OR THEIR TONE .
QUALITY.
As a homt entertainer it has no
qual. The best talent in the coun-
try is brought right to your fire-
side to whi e away evenings with
comical recittitions and stings. An
It promptu dance may be gotten up
Free
at a moment's notice and here yon
have the best orchestra of the coun-
try to play the ance music. Or you
may wish to leadn a song and what
bitter instructor can you have than
one of the Peerless singers to phrase
a song over and over again if need
be. The possibilities of this wonder-
ful little machine for instruction and*
tmusement are ,endless.
This Grapropnone represents one
of the latest achievements of the
1:rgest and hest equipped Talking
Machine Industry in the world.
Therefore its reproduction will sur-
prise and delight the most exiicting
listener.
The equipment consists of id-inch
ealinel Steel Horn with large ampli-
fying Bell and Brass Detachable
Horn Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm.
Aluminum Swinging Arm--
Noiseless and perfectly construc-
ted Motor. r •
Oil tempered bessiap?. that witt
last s lifetimeoo .
An iditisfaible .§,pesi Screw—
Indeitiuctsbli Niftiest Tone Sound
Box, etc.
One Standard Talking &Ischia*
Free tO Every Customer whale Cash
Purchases amount to
See and hear this wonderful instra-
*tent and learn how easily you can




The Word "Obey" Omitted
From Marriage Ceremony In
New Presbyterian Prayer Book
New York, May io.—The Book) of
-Common Worship has just been pub-
lished with the authority of the 'Pres-
byterian general assembly. For three
yt ars a special committee on Torms
and services of the general assembly
!waded by the Rev. Dr. Henry Van-
dal:v. has been working on this new
prayer-book.
The approval of the general assem-
bly to the innovation was not secur-
ed W ithout a struggle, as many Pres-
byterians objected to any "form" in
the church.
It is expected by Presbyterian lead-
ers that some churches vill refrain
from. using the new book, but in the
east and in the larg cities of the
country generally it is expected to be
largely adopted.
In many particulars the Book of
Common Vslorship has points of sim-
ilarity to the Episcopal Book of Corn-
won Prayer.
Word "Obey" Cut Out.
The marriage ceremony in the new
took omits the word, "obey," to
which so many have objected, and it
also omits the reference to "world!:
goods," with which the man and t1.2
woman in some marriage forms en-
dowed each other.
It is rioted that although the tool::
vas, -of course, planned long beforc i
-the San Francico calamity, one of
-the prayers it contains is especially
applicable to that disaster and shows
bow carefully the book has been
-planned to meet unusual circum-
stances. 'The prayer reads:
"Almighty God, who arc a very
present help in time of trouble; let
not the heart of Thy peor!e fail when
fear cometh, but ill Thou sustain and
comfort them notil these calamities
be overpast; and since Thou know-
est the cause and reason why this
grievous disaster of fire and earth-
quake has falleu upon man, so do
Thou heal the hurt and wounded,
console the bereaved and afflicted,
protect the inioeent and helpless, and
sleliver any who re still in peril, for






taker of These Valuable Adjunelli
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
"Cth, yes, indeed, they come prettyhigh," said the artificial leg maker. "Igis a beauty, though, Isn't it. I venture tosay there isn't another one In Philadel-phia like it, on or oh, and it's as lightas a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-tailer, the creator of artificial tirtibaflourished a leg in the air. He was fatand smiling, and he spoke with an indis-tinguishable foreign accent, and everyonce in awhile his face beamed with en-thusiasm.
"They all come to Philadelphia forthem, too," be continued. "We've cus-tomers from all over Europe, Asia andAfrica. There are lots of leg mal;ersIn the city—at least they call themselvessuch, but some of them are not leg mak-ers at all; they're harness makers."The august Philadelphia leg maker,purveyer to kings, queens and govern-ment °Metals, took a little time to showthe specimens around the room. They-weae fat and thin, long and short, grace-ful and otherwise. Some of them were'huddled in corners, accumulating the'dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,so light and airy that they were waftedto and fro in the breeze.
"You see," °twinned the Tag maker,"we know how to do things now. We'vegot the secret all right.. First they chopdown the willow tree; then we cut outthe legs. It takes a heap of flexibleleather to put the tendons in the rightplace. See that spring in the ankles?'That', made by the leather tendons.If you saw one on a man You couldDot tell the difference. Then the*bah) thing is covered over with finepink enamel. Looks natural enough,don't It?" At this juncture a rap menusat the deco, and a big man, six feetsac% an expression of our doctrinal four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, en-Ii d f in our day, 
he 
tered. He looked smilingly complais-
vstem as is caeor 
and ant as 
bwith 
e lighted a cigarette and shook 
this committee shall 
n, ds tbe leg looker.our church in the preparati 
represent, 
on of the
Can you rush an order for me,same. double quick!" he asked, "I've comethrough a tough fight," he went on."You know I always travel with abunch of legs and coming up this way
FAITH
To be Subject of New Statement by
Authorities.
Birmingham, Ala., May 10.—At the
session of the genral conference of
the Methodist Episcopal c hureh,
South, a resolution concerning the
preparation of a •new statement of the
doctrinal faith or Metheidiint- was in-
troduced' by W. F. Tillet and Wt 'R.
Larnbuth, of the Tennessee confer-
ence, as follows:
"While reaVl -lag our absolute
faith in our a: of religion, we
do not believe that in their present
form they meet the existing needs of
iiitr church as a statement of the doc-
trinal system of evangelical Metho-
dist' Arminianism. relieving that the
different branches -of the world-wide
Mtahodism that are represented in the
Ecurnettical Methodist conference
can, and should unite in the prepara-
tion of such a statement of faith as
is needed. and believeing 'that this
general conference should take such
steps as may be neccessary to secure
in the early future the- co-operation of
-she- representative Methodist
churches in the preparation of a new
statement of our faith, we therefore
of;er the following resolution:
"Resolved that the College of
Bishops be requested to appoint a
committee of five members, one of
whom shall be a bishop, which shall
invite other branches of Methodism
to unite with us in the preparation of
such a statement of our faith and
W. W. TILLETT,
W. B. LAMBUTH."
Dr. Julia Straw Says the
Study Term Is Too Strenuous
Chicago, May to.—The discussion
of "Race Suicide" reached a new'
-phase at the initial meeting of the Illi-
nois iloaleepat:..: assoc:c.-
tion in Corinthian hall, 'Masonic Tem-
aile.sresterday afternoon, when 'pr.
jVik Straws, chairman of. the bureau
^r , ('Irpres‘ed her views
-on the subject.
"The precAing speaker has said
that if she had a daughter she would
take her out of school at the age of
£4 and let her live in the open air in
the country till she was z6," said Dr.
Strawn. "If other mothers did this
we would not have the present com-t
plaint which is made with justice by,
our preiident, that there is a ten-
•dency to 'race suicide.' 'The truth of,
the matter which is shown by my,
own practice and clinical work, is
that the pursuance of study and the
consequent nervous tax during the
years from 14 to 2t, the tight corset'
and the lack of free exercise, exempt,
from mental excitement, 0 make the
condition which the president de-I
adores. It is not due to the iinwill- 1
ingness of women to assume the du-
ties of motherhood, which is of
course the reason naturally circulated
among the neighbors of the childless.'
This arrested development is a prohl
Tem to be looked to."
Proper Rearing of Children
'Following the paper on "The Psy-
chology of Adolescance." which was
prepared' by Dr. Katherine James of
Rockford, there' arose a spirited dis-
cuslon as to the methods of rearing
children. The paper said that there
v.as a good reason if a child's health
were maintained why, boy or girl,
should' not be able to have an unin-
(it ,cription of the awful shock to th,-
growing system wItich was sustained
by climbing the long flights of stairs
in the schools, and the fact that five
hours a day which was inflicted on
the child frog, the age of 6 to 12 was
the cause of many of floe mental and
ohysical abnormalities which were of
lasting injury in later life.
As an antidote for this "fearful
condition," as Dr. Goodrich called it,
he offered the method which was
practiced on him in youth. It was
the "strenuous life," though not then
so christened. Breakfast at 6 o'clock.
chores around the house, school,
lunch, school, home, chores around
the house study, time to play sand-
wiched in scenehow.
"To go to school at 9 o'clock after
a breakfast at 7:30 or 8, he said,
"twenty minutes for recreation, an
hour and a half of school, then
another twenty minutes of play, an
hour and a half of school, then home
to lunch, time given, an hour and a
italf, then beck to school for two
hours with another twenty minutes
break hi between. Such an awful,
life. Think of it, they skip the rope,
say 200 times, and yet stair climbing
injures them. I can't think they are
so weak."
"Yes he asked me to go fishing
with him, and when we got ten miles
from town he discovered he had for-
gotten the .hait "
"But could syou not dig some
weir ?"
"Worms? Vslat in the world would
; would we do with worms? . A man
can't drink worms."—Houston Post.
ierrupted school course, and it laid ILLINOIS CENTRAtstress on the assertion that no girl
,who was not well should take up the'l EXCURSION BULLETIN.
strain of college work. The point
Vicksbusg, Atisitomeljnit.mainmincd In The' paper
rariod of life •tindi r discnesion wa cial Travelers of America—Date of
the most crtrcical and so should he sale May tyth and i8th, icio6, return
most carefully watched and the child limit May 22nd, i9ots Rate for rotutd
instructed. and given the outdoor life trip $11.85
and relaxation from mental work
Green villa, fit, C.—General Assem-which wottuld allow free development• lily of the Presbyterian Church inof the physique. Other speakers -
agreed. Then Dr. R. P. Barstow S.—'Datexot sale May 14th, isth
and ttith, return limit May 31st.sprang to her feet, was given th- 
Limit can 'be extended to June 1sth,floor, and immediately declared %%hat .'9(16 by paying fee•of so cents. Ratethe -paper set forth, 
for round trip $titts,"I have been in practice long
epough," she said, "to drop thz.• sen- Park, Ky. — rlrand Commandrytimental' attitude. The trouble is Knights Templar—Dates of sale Maylack of discipline. In the home and 2151 and 22nd, limit May 25th, i906.in the school the children are allowed Rate for round trip $12.75.'to run wild It is not the school works I..ouisvrne Ky. — Spring Meetingbut the multiplicity of onside inter- New Louisville Jockey Club—Datescsts. No boy or girl in my day was of sale May Tat and and, limited to0". allowed to' gri Aut a* they do now. May 3rd. Rate* for round trip $6.95.'rhe 'companionship of their fellows Dates of sale Macy 1st and rid, limitat schooltime was thought enough May 3oth; May 3rd to a9th, inclu•neat'day. Now that will riot sive, timins three era date• TheY-mttat have parties like the of sale. Round trip rate $8.0.grown ups No hoy Or girl can dance Louisville, Ky.,—Home Cominghalf the night or more and then fri %eels of Kentuckians: Dates of salein school and not have the 'school June tith , 12th., and 13th., 1906, limit. -work' tell on him or her." June zzorcl; by paying fee of so cent,Tells of Strenuous CHIclhood, tickets cas be extended to thirty day!
144.c.exadriels of Jacksonville from date of purchase. Rate for• crPteitied eTn 410 latteesieund- */,--$6.95. •
•
from New Orleans the Pullman earwas burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the one I had
on, and now you've got to get to workto make another set for me doublequick." With an air of languor andease the big man stood to have himself
measured.
"Do you know who he is?" ewe-
tfoned he of the leg trade, after the
ponderous man had gone. "Well, beIs the son of one of the richest women
in the United States. He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comesto Philadelphia to have his seta made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around In, but
Nee got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
'Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan"' was queried of the
leg maker.
"Heaps of them." he replied, !woo
Ically. ''Some of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man In this etty who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the beet
dewier of Irish jigs is the town He
was a good dancer before he lost his
leg, and he's all right yet. No; wo
have no lady attendants. We ought
to hare. though. What's the meson?
Oh, because there is not one woman
In Philadelphia that I can fiud who
knows the trade. Pity, too, because
there's money In it. A good leg maker
ought to make at least $215 per week.
"There are six or seven men in pub-,
lie life, well known, who wear art,*
tidal limbs. None but their intimate
friends and families; know it, however.
One young lady In Philadelphia who
led a number of dances last winter-
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
waltz with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making Is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I !darted out as • fine carpen.er.
doing up banks and public buildings,
and one day I went into a place in Mrs-
York to order an artificial limb for
friend in distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized me
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
-to-nusiot an a
Oficial limb without years of learning
as it would be for some tinhorn makss
to produce a Stradivarius."
The Emir's Capital.
It Is reported that the emir of Af-
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
his capital to a more porthern site.
Owing to the energetic hay in which
the present emir and his immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
around Kabul has been denuded to such
on extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the emir is reduced by the want of
wood that It la Imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probabig be found In the wooded slopes
af the mountains tegthar north.
Some Other Itamoid.
"Well, Jones, did you get the ay.,
polntment?"
"No, sir; they appointed some °thee
rascal In my place."—TIONts.
A Definition.
"Pe.. what Is experience?*
"Experience, my son, is the eOta




On,. Noble Lord Who Was • Street
Scavenger, Another a
Waiter.
There Is an old Venetian adage
_WhiCit Use: "Conte che gag coatsnon cents niente" (a count who
doesn't count (money) doesn't countfor anything). And this cynical propo-sition repreeents fairly well the senti-ment of the modern Italian.
In that country the _mural tualingInward the titled aristocracy la, / willsot say one of contempt, but at bestat utter indifference. The lamer sort.of titles are regarded aa almoct value-less, even by their possessors. Andnow a new and tieing aristocracy, sup-plied from the ranks of industry and
commerce, are displacing the familiesof ancient and resounding name, themembers of which fall into obscurityand at Umee into the most
menial offices.
I have known a cane of a noble lordwho followed the Interest:as occupa-
tion of a street seamier. In a cafeLa a certain Italian town I was habit-
ually served by a waiter with the title
of count and a name famous in Vene-
tian history. And I am personally ac-
quainted with a lord of ancient lino
age whose title descended from a fa-
ther engaged in the avocation of rail-
way porter.
In general the aristocracy of Italyare miserably poor. They make a
brave show, hut behind the splendorof personal trappings and adornments
there le often the shadow of bare
dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
In Italy, is possIbte and sow, for In
that country life la passed in the sun
and air, and the obligations of hos-
pitality are mush lees stringent than
in England..
The gilded youth et Venice, who, inthe immaculate habiltmenta at a Bean
Brumme4 and with airs of lords of
prInctpalittes, swagger acmes the Plas-m San Marco, end set the hearts of fair
visitors fluttering with their =gold-mace and majesty, contrive to do allthis on something like three franca a
Aar.
The daily ternout In the Corso or onthe Pinch, at Rome has a splendor lit-tle interior to those of the ChampsElysees or Hyde Park, yet not a fewof these languid ladies and gay cav-aliers are better acquainted with thepainful yearnings of an unsatisfiedstomach than any British mechaaloregularly earning his £2 a week.
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
Unwaveringly Constant and Atten-
tive to the Comfort of Her
Husband.
The Chinese wife is nearly alwaysboastant, chaste and affectionate. Chi-me* stories like to awell on the loveof women that has no limit. This, saysthe Pilgrim. Is why widowhood isrevered and suicide, on the part ofthe bereaved woman, fa not condemned
In the old classics. It is because of
this general acknowledgment of the
unwavering constancy of wives that
the fickle woman is held up to scath-
ing satire In their plays and proverbs
It Is from • Chinese story that Vol-
taire drew his inspiration for the tale
of the woman who promised her hus-
band on his death-bed that she would
net marry till his grave was dry, and
we, found next day fanning the mound
to eaten the drying process.
Huai of this contentment on the
part of the Chinese women may, no
doubt, arise from the common inter-
est of the husband and wife in the
Fraying family. You will often see
fathers wheeling baby carriages alone
the streets, just as You may see old
er sisters Tarrying the !tale fellows
or mothers taking them on a visit to
their neighbor for a mutual compete-
eon of baby ailments and engaging
traits Until his ichool days beide
the little boy does abcut as he pleases,
but as soon as his dare of study been
he is put under very strict discipline.
Girl babies are less welcome arrivals
In a family than their little brothers.
especially if there be several of them
already. Among very poor people in
times of famine, girls are sometimes
sold into slavery by their parents, both
to rescue the rest of the family and
the girls themselves from starvation.
The lot of the slave girl is a hard
one. oShe has none of the rights of a
free woman. But it cuglit to be added
that the Chinese look on this custom
with great disfavor. A slave owner
Is nearly always a thoroughly hated
indtvidual In the Community.
Webutgr as a Kelp  Gatherer.
--It did not take Webster -fa dim.
cover the value of kelp or seaweed aa a
fertilizer. He carted tons of it upon lila
exhausted land. In addition, be
matured his land heavily; he even
spread menhaden on some portions of
the farm. He was, in fine, a scientille
farmer who was constantly experiment...
lug with soil, fertllizere and the succes-
sion of crops. He wrote to his overseer
frequently from Waistiington, planning
the care of the soil and the crops, dis-
cussing the best treatment for different
portions of the farm in the light of peat
experience. For example, in one letter
he said: "We have made 'some mis-
takes, but must hope to grow wiser.
Never again sow small grains on long
mar ure. Put that down as one maxim."
—Country Life in America
John Brown Cottoowood.
One day in Jobe Lrown the fa-
Moue abolitionist, mdirttp' to the Ben-
ton place near tflinghaln. Atchison
county, and dismounted. Haearried Itt
his hand a switch vrllet be bad cut from
a cottonwood tree. This he tossed astge,
and later Mrs. Bentort stuck It In,-.tate
ground at the back door of her litre
house. P. took root end grew. "its now▪ b,•70 f—e. .rd li"ntin 1,1 'At. rotrio
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Will Sell You a Bicycle.
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It still save you car fare
It %sill take you home to lunch
It will save ion a dbetor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
The 'Tribune," "itarediler," "Mon.arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-cycles are the beet that can be pro-duced $is up.
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Dr. Sherck Explains How to Tell Death
By listening carefully to the heart
no sound will be . heard. 
On cutting the skin no blood will
flow, nor will a puncture made by
plunging a large sized needlesinto the
skin close up, as would he the case if
life were not extinct.
On applying heat- tos-the -akin - HO
water blist.9.s will form.
By hypodermic injection of am-
monia no redding of the skin occurs.
If the hand of the subject be held
to the light, it will be found to be
perfectly opaque, instead of the light
showing through pink as in the nor-
mal state.
On tieing a ligature around an ex-
tretnity,sno - swelling. occurs litY9114
the ligature.
Again, as the blood follows gr
av-
ity, and sinks to the most depe
ndent
parts of the body, it willl render th
e
dependent parts livid, while the up-
per surfaces become very pale.
The test or The mirror is a v
good one, as the surface will not be-
come moistened when held over the
mouth of one deceased, and no respi-
ratory sounds will be heard in the
lungs.
A shallow dith of Water laced- on
the chest will indicate by ripples the
lightest motion of the 'chest.
When death occurs, the eyes sink
into the head from loss of power in
the recti muscles; the globes become
flattened, the cornea loses its luster,
the iris loses its sensibility to lit
and hangs loosely, thus rendering the
pupil irregular in shape. There is
also loss of elasticity of the eyelid,
the conjectiva loses its white, trans-
parent color and often becomes black
or gray.—Doctor Henry J. Scherck.
in St. Louis Republic.
RUSH TOWARDS CITY





• Now the advancement of the 
arts
and sciences means simply the bring-
ing of human nature into more a
gre,!-
able relations with the nature of
things. Stated in the language of
economics this means raising the gen-
eral standard of living. It means 
in-
creasing the purchasing power of an
average day•s work. It means raisin
g
wages and lowering prices. The 
as-
ti niehing thing about our indust
rial
• order as it exists is that there 
is as
yet nowhere to be found in the 
mod-
ern world such tithing as a 
.corpora-
tion devoted to the increase of 
ma-
terial well-being. There is nowhere 
a
corporation organized and worked to
• better the physical standard of 
living
• This is the grand oversight of
 mod-
ern' civilization and the most da
mna-
tory indictment against our 
industrial
order. How incredible it will %
mind
to those of our posterity who 
shall
endeavor to find ground' of ad
mira-
of the Present
tion for the past! The Nineteenth
Century—they will be told—supposed
itself to be- the age of soicial organi-
zation for the production of wealth,
yet is that age the vast wealth that
was produced was all in spite of the
social organization; for the law left
the initiative and control of industry
wholly in the bands of 'those whose
sole credential was the possession of
stocks, bonds and other certificates of
indebtedness, and the sole aim of
whose enterprise' was to raise prices
and lower wages in order that inter-
ests and profits might be increased.
They will be told that in that cen-
tury the idea of doing business for
the sake of raising the standard of
living was regarded as purely senti-
mental. In a word posterity will dis-
cover that, in the age which has just
passed, the intellectual forces of life
were as completely, as morbidly di-
vorced from the emotional forces as







• gia Grant's election served to stimu-
LIFE i late the swindlers, and to encourage
'again the blacks who believed that
and Decide to Grant sent the pegs out far distribu-
Organization. tion. General Howard was also
ca.—Bernard N.
.Laker of presided over
tnd was maae permatiest chairnou
t
• tit the executive committee o
f the
Mutual Life Insurance Com pa n y
irolicyholders' Association which met
lere yesterday. Others prerient were
John Skelton Williams. Virginia;
John Sharp Williams. Mississippi;
'W. S. Thonoon, Georgia; Robert 
F._
Huff. Texas. and John rtewitt War-
ner of New York. Sixteen cowl-
misteemen from states and territorjes
and foreign countries were • repre
-
sented by proxies. It was decided to
intorporat e the association under
the; laws of the District of Columbia
.
1 he report of Secretary R. W. 
Fish
•shosved that t he membership if 
the
filsoeia!ion extends to every 
state
Mid territory in the Unless.
, I ht. t I r.em the 
differeet
•aisites indicated active interest in t
he
iiirevcittellt among the policyholders.
All the large 94grance 
companlee
were severely' celtitised at yester
.daya meeting for their opposition to
the laws recently passed by the 
New
York legislature -to caery out 
the
✓ec pin in min tion of Ole 
Arrest r.orA
, asotnmittev.
.1 Ii,,Iticsli,.11 of taking the most
active steps possible to extend- 
the
a 55 (Irk the aseociation throsig
h
si rfasitrisations was.. discuste
l
12111, 4.11111e1114111h1111 re:oiled its • l'a
how such action could be besi'' 
car-




credited with similar benevolent ac-
tions. The pegs were sometimes
called 'pre-emption rights.' A pre-
tended deed for land, given with one
set of stakes, was, in part, as fol-
lows;
"'Know all men b; these presents,
that a nought is a nought, and a.
figure is a figure; all for the white
man and none for the nigger. .ktid
whereas noses lifted up the serpent
in the wilderness, so also have I
lifted this d--41 old nigger out of
four dollars and six bits. Amen!
Selahr w
When the Yellow Dog Barks.
(Saturday Evening Post.)
Itombonism is a curious, but pretty
constant, trait of the human mind.
It consists, finally, in an impregnable
faith that the heavens and earth were
created in order that a certain con-
dition which we personally find agree-
aide. might flourish. Life insurance
is liberally flavored with it. Trustees
,under o hose regime all the rotten-
ness that we now know about was
practical not way- 'continue to hold
their offices, but calmly appear be-
fore a kgislativa committee to argue
against bills cksignesi to protect poi
icy holsters. Scloreover, they use the
agency force of the company and the
policy holders' money to get proxies
to re-sleet Iherneelves. Merely to
Mite the faro might to overwhelm it
with ridirole. Such a trustee AtIflUld
say to the legislature: "I appear be-
fore you as the representative of a
-  body of pelley holders. %shorn I have
betrayed to the grifters ior a lung
time, and although your first est.('
ought to be to protect them from me,
nevertheless is their name I uurge,"
and PO on. He should say to tilt
policvy holder: "If you want to know
what I have done for you in the past,
read the Armstrong report; still, I
think it right to charge you up with
the expense of weking proxiss for
my re-election." 1 tf course, be doesn't
Its :realization. An eye-wiliness 
ha4 `-ity silYtruilst oi am ki
nd.
tieetribed the sale of stakes that 
took(
p:ace in Sumter county, Alabama.
The segroes hail a political barbecue
.1 Gaineettille. and a than appeared
with a bundle lif red and blue *takes.
He declared that he Shad been to
Washington to get them from Or,'
_ . government, which had made t
hem
, gfor the- express' purpose' cif matkmg poverishisretrhjsete derived front his
soft the 'forty acres of lasd.' The in- ce
lestial title.
atrtictione given 4y the sseller 'mete Mir. 
Andre,/ Hamilton. not repudi-
to stick a peg at eine comer of th
e -sting the appellation of "yellow dog"
dosired lot,Has,41 then walk a certain
• el:seance and stick -tlown rinesher 
peg.
Open turn mid at n certain distance
place another, and eo on. The seller
.atIvised the buyers not to encroach
upon one anothher's lots in staking
out the claim, and not to take a
  Whole 1ot in wood land or in cleared,
land, bot to fiilect abnttt lief in slach.
' The Mtn with the stakes expiented
that the sontinal charge he made--
shoat a cloilar a pegesviae only for
his expenses. The peg, were sold
for less if the negro.had not a 'dollar.
This peg selling' swindle lasted inter-
esittently for about ten years, . Tlix Conductor Wm. 
Poster of Spring-
came community was rarely swindlee field. 1Sto., 
is here visiting his father,
twice, but. sooner or later, every Dr. 13. J. 
Foster, and attending cir-
negro settlement suffered. In Geor- cult court. .._, :....., 
:i _...._._
Fort, Anal and ". Mule.
Ihe e Km-enliven/if Altitik colored peo
• are, to receive forty :sews and a
smile from the government is still
entetained among some of the
unrincipaled nien from
the -.north have frequently made gain
ote of the colored people be collect
-
ing ammcy from ;them to suet the
—cepereiee-of-sm-efieei-14)--larlitg_xliout
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respeot--Some of
the Causes.
a matter of fact no such disturbing
ideas enter his steadfast mind. ,,Be
is quite confident that in. the terms ef
today, he is the state--being duly an-
ointed with respectibility. ask
what good his respectability did the
looted policy holders would, appar-
ently, be as much beside the question
as to inquire what 'benefit Louis's mm-
tor' himself. retorts with the epithet
rd "cers" for the trustees, who have
since turned upon hint. and arguee for
Ise superior virtues of his own breed.
We think this canine difference, if i
there is a difference. might fittingly
be 'volt pOtInded—in the same sliesage
mill.
M two *iambi Were added to each
enit,Ot Coittl 412rowti in Missouri 
this
year, $soo.doo' would be added to the
crop in that state, vcording to tho
secretary of the state board of agri-
culture.
Twenty-Ohs of tke—ti counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census Of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds of
Inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
Larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
Population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are *ought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former lose
would be regained and that, perhaps,
Improved conditions would be reflected
in the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer-
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Cite-
mung In flee years was 2,458, and in
Ateuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in Eve
years show at least very Little gain
One of these is butcheeis, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689-0
gain of 13 persona.
Delaware county. the chief distiae•
Lion of which is that it incli.des more
prohibition territory than any (abet
county in New York, haJ. Increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
wet in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops, Oswego•
noted for starch and starch works.
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattsburg. Schoharle; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Gseene,
which includes the city of Catskill,
Hamilton in the Ad/rowlocks, Fulusu
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, whirgi increases its Agri
cultural products every year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of counties which
Eli falling behind in pohulation
New York, that is. none of the largo
states. The explanation of these
changes Is found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter-
ests.
In five years Schenectady has
jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula-
tion, Rockland from 38,000 to 45.000,
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewet
inhabitants than they had 15 years
ago-
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
e vented to-1W, but the-12HW
posit. would persist in trying to talk
as the train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, isn't it?" said the would-be con-
versatIonalist. pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silsnce that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
Tbe Chugs.
"Souls," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use one of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some Irritation—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the principal by-Products
at the steel Industry?"
'Carnegie libraries." promptly an-
rwered the student from an interior
village —Chicago Daily News,
Hasband'e Recompense.
The Comanche Indians have a law omit
Us buck runs sway with another's squaw
the husband is to have all his proeerty
and merits! 113frItetian is said to be fare
tke tribe. • •
AWAKENED BY THE KAISER
Emperor William's Descent Trt>st •
Subject Whose Hearing
Was Poor.
-During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rose one
morning at daybreak in order to get
a genetal impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his en-
tire staff, he made for a distant hill
that cemmanded an extensive view, re-
lates the London Chronicle. Thera
was a village on the hill, and the clat-
tering of the horses' hoofs on the cots
bles brought most of the inhabitants
to their windows. The one person
who slept through the din was a deaf
old chemist, whose fiat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
mit. The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So be called a halt, and
one of his staff was aent to claim ad-
mission. The Wilco? knocked and
knocked, but in valet. At the third on-
slaught, however, steps were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
the old chemist demanded: "What silly
fool is that?" The staff contained its
laughter, for the emperor had heard
But without showing any sign of an-
noyaace his majesty uttered the one
word, "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
Hohenzollern!" thundered the emper-
or. The shivering chemist, covered
with confusion, flung open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siberia, but the emperos
strode peat him without even giving
him a look. When he was leaving
however, he called the man to his
horse's head and placed In his hand
the largest coin whtch bears the im-
perial likeness. "There!" be said
"accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Ken Who Are Selected to Do the
Shouting Are More or Lam
Affected.
The ceremony of disposing of a con-
demned spy in the English army-always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
man is surrounded by a detachment of
infantry, and, after he is provided with
• pick and shovel, he is marched off to
a selected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
taken from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
portions selected from the burial serv-
ice and from the ranks of the escort 12
Wien are selected at ren.-um by tt tf-
Ccer in charge. These men, having
stacked their own rifles; are led to where
12 other rifles are awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these is handed to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a ballet or not and none
can say for certain that the shot fired by
tam killed the prisoner. The firing par-
ty then marches to an appointed posi-
tion. The commands "Present!"
"Fire!" are given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
tired and the spy falls into the grays
he has dug. Nearly every man Is more
e- lees affected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
Does Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But Ma Services Are
Invaluable.
.
Some idea of the "general utility"
services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little. war correspondent in
the far east in his article " Isoafla
Round' with the Engineers" In the
Technical World Magazine.
"We have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stioalslaus and puts our names in
the paper and brings the message from
his majesty," said the little captain, as
be came back to me black with powder.
"We have not charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is an. Yet five men,
they are dead, six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet still, it was
not the child's play, and some day when
the grand battle It is raging, and they,
the Japanese., are pressing hard down
that valley over there, and It is wanted
to gave the day that many troops and
igune-be-peoh.4-to-tbat-positios
over tbeVii itlhehead of the valley, then
this road we have builded will save the
day because it is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you,
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keshnb
Chunder Ben, the famous organizer of
the Brehm° SomaJ of India, has mar-
ried thessidowed daughter or a rajah.
That is an extraordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule in India, and
the beginning of a domestic revolution
which has the support of many &d-
ye/leer] Ffindrais who do not themselves
dare to more than speak in Its favor.
One on the Poet.
Office Boy—There are two men out
there, sir, who want to see you; one
of them is a poet and the other a deaf
man.
Editor--Well, go out and tell the
poet that the deaf min is the editor.—
Tit-Bits.
Whore Ni, Advantage Lay,
First Man—How do you do?
Second Man—Beg pardon, but you
have the advantage of me,
First Man--Yes. I guees I heal. We
were engaged to the same girl, but you I
Married bor.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
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Pair for Only U OUT THE AIR
(ciatim WITH OSCAR 54.WD
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional I: 'fe cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now in actual use. Over
Esventy-five Thousand pairs sold last year.
"ENT 
 to lin ell.; ILL ITIbis. WILL N HICciPETcatatilitite
showt
IBICYCLES,he TWts/SamnancraleNgtel a a ht Viclifil'.i.
BELOW any other sonmefeeturer or denier in the world. A .
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE fram "' !Et airy )..,..,
or on ass k;out of trews, until you have received our complete Free Civil)*
locum illustrating and deacnlaing every kind of high-grade and IUW-1,t: adt
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of ourremarkable 1.055
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factor
direct to rider with no middlemen's profit!.
we' amp ON aurpopyls, rolhotal a cent &port?, Pay the Freight and
snow to Days Free Trkil and make other liberal terms which no °chef
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get inuoli vain
able information by simply writing us a postaL
We need a fasten agnasse in every town and can offer an opportanitj,
to make money to imitable young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES °NLY




BY USING THE •
"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRIMI
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which ii your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
•
Notice the thick robber tread
"A" nod puncture strips • it"
and "D," also rim strip "Ii"
to prevent rim cutting. This
Urn will /satinet any other
We—SOFT. ELASTIC and
BABY HI.DING.
DESORIPTION. Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined instde
with • special quality of rubber, wilich never becomes porous and which closes up small puncturee
without :.t.owing the air to escape. We have Irandreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that thei t ..ts have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities tieing given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That !lidding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding oo asphalt
or soft roods is overcome by the patent -Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is gi so per pair, hut for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
of only kilo per pair. All orders shipped unie day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on appruval.
lion do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
'We will allow • cash discount tit 3 per cent (thereby making the price 04.58 per pair) if yeti send
FULL CASH WITH °nor': and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pimp and 40 Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these r.etal,
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be ret;i, aed
at OVB expense if for any reason they ate not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your rosorister,
/tanker. Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. U you order a cos ee
theme tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
liner than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well ph ,i ed
that when you want • bicycle you will give as your order. We want you to send us • small trial
order at epee, hence this remarkable tire offer.
OCIASTERBRAKES bueilt-tuhrn 111144111.16 "data' 
parts and repairs, 'ad
g the bicycle line are sold by us at half thew -us/. , ev ry i
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.Do wAIT  but write us
 a poets] today. DO NOT THINK or 111U1-1‘.41
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the nes, and
wonderful oilers we are making. It only coats a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.9"JL" CHICAGO, ILL
ext to Washin Dishes
-The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care Of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a 1
Hot.# Water or Steam System










Superior Facilities for Office
Handling 'Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And:Househol4Goods. Poth 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Skeeter
Mosquitoes are coming fast and
Too should protect yourself against
them, as they carry desease germs.
Skat Skeeter
is guaraoteed to keep them off. Man-ufactured and sold only at
MTHERSONS
WANTSa
HOTEL FOR RENT-Readyfurnished at Hinson Springs, write ortelephone. j. H. Long, Hinson, Spgs.,Tenn.
FOR, RENT-Lower apartmentsof house 063 North Sixth street.
GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
WANTBD--For U. S. Army;able-bodied unmarried men betweenages of 21 and 35; citizens of theUnitsdoStates, of good character aiietemperate habits, who can speak, readcad write English. For informationapply to Recruiting offices, New
Hoirst‘ ,Paducah. Ky.
• ,FOR RENT-Two five room cot-tages at 5°6-8 Ohio street. Tele-phone old last
FOR S44E-Osborne mower andhay rake. Cheap. Apply City JailerThomas Esitts.
LOST -Brown Collie medium sizssharp pointed uose and a little ring
;. white around the neck the dogis a little shy in his actions. A re-of $5.00 for Its rotors to Maui-Eaprcss company's office.
FOR SALE-Six floor show cases.All French glass plate. One frontround case. At bargain. Apply 2ttBroadway.
cd room wanted,within three blocks of Register office,North of Broadway. C. care Register
MINTED - Experienced.. seam-stress to aSsist dressmaker. Amity1152 lifferson.
ch of keys. Return tothis c d be rewarded.
Ameinow 
Payments During Four Weeks.Vas Old Mutual Life of New Yorkadd flaring the four weeks of Feb-ruitry, 1906, $2,000,000 in round num-bers, in death claims and matured en-alemerients to policy holders. NoCiifiec company can show a record ap-Pr:wishing this. In the two essentiali•oln'ta of strength, assets and surplusipso al1. liabilities, the Mutual LifeIda& first. Don't experiment withanything new or etsteri but sae,
4'44 j.. U. QUTION, Dist Mgr.
roe Fraternity Building
Riley & Coors Offer.






Anyone' I'S-Ruing rich flower dirt.• -telephone George Seise at iota overold 'phone.
ginea are now in ration In Got-




1-10ERBER'S SOLD OUT YES-
TERDAY TO F. J. BERG.
DOLL AND OTHERS.
Caron Directory People Expect to
Finish Preiminary work Next
_ Week-Carpenters _
Yesterday morning a deal wascompleted whereby Mr. F. J. Berg-doll and associates of this city pur-,cliased the Hoerber Brewery atTenth and Monroe streets, the pricepaid for it being private. Mr. Berg-doll will be nisnager of the plant andassumes charges today.
Five years ago the brewery wasstarted here, the structure beingerected by M. rs. John L. Hoerber,Si., and Job:: t.. Hoerber, Jr., ofChicago, and " William and FredHoer of this city. They have builtrp a large business, but desiring todevote their entire attention to theirChicago interests, they dispose oftheir brewery which passes into thehands of Mr. Bergdoll and MessrsAdolph Weil, Herman Friedman andseveral other Paducah people.
The plant has been managed byMessrs. William and Fred Hoerberwho are now preparing to go backto the Windy City.
New City Directory.
President Smith of the CaronI lirectory company of Lotitivilleyesterday announced that his solici-tors would finish by next week thework of getting up the names andaddresses of all local people andflrms for the new directory. Onfonshing they return to Louisville.snd expect to have the issue readyfor delivery by the first of t extmonth. The solicitors have beenhere since the first of March and thepublication promises to be the bestc.c.s gotten out for Paducah.
Remains the Same.
Nothing new develops in
trouble httn the union









sees, lodge, No. 1177
ill be given. Sunday,
aboard the handsomesteamer Louisiana to Cairo. Boatleaves wharf here at 8:30 a. m., re-turning leaves Cairo at 6 p. m. Gooddancing 'music No improper char-acters all/Lin-ed. Round trip 75 cents.
•:* PERSONAL NOTES. +
Miss Mae Taylor, of Smithland, isSixth street.
'Mr. James Maret went to Prince-ton yesterday to locate.
Mrs. Win. Darnell and son hvegone to Reeves, Ill., to visit friends.Miss Homlett went to Dawson yes-terday after visiting Mrs. Roy W. Mc-Kinney.
'Flagman J. J. Coyle, of the I. C.,went to Dawson yesterday to attendcourt.
.Mr. W.: H. Wilson, wife and child,seek to Micilehry, Ky., yesterday tovisit.
Colonel Victor Van die Mile yes-terday returned from a drummingtrip to Tennessee.
Misers. Melvin Willerstein, Wm.Buck) • and George Ingram returnedyesterday from Frankfort.
Miss Mary Anna McGuire, ofWoodville is visiting Miss BerniceMiller, of South Sixth.
-Miss Mettle Brown, the court sten-ographer, went yesterday to Edify-vile to attend court
Mr. J. C. Porter has gone to Chat-tanooga, Tenn., to attend the South-ern Baptist convention.
Mrs. J. If. Black, of Terre Haute.Ind., is visiting her father, Mr. JohnW. McKnight.
Miss Louise Companion of Chicagois visitin Mrs. ohn Holmes
the water plant's chief engineer:Dr. Carl Sears returned from Liv-ingston county yesterday, havinggone there to attend a patient.
Dr. L. W. Armentrout of Mt. Ver-non, Ohio, is here visiting his son,Editor Is V. Armentrout of NorthSixth.
Mrs. A. M. Ragrdale has gone toNorth Judson, _Ind., to attend thefuneral of her mother who died thereTuesday
Ws. M. B. Austin, of North Six-teenth, hoe gone to Grand Rinds,w'h'ere hcr grandfathers, Mr.Wen. Brown, is ill.
Mt. Raleigh Bahr of Evansville,Ind., returned home yeesterday morn-ing after attending the wedding of hiscousin, Miss Bessie Bahr.







Do not purge, but act gently
and thoroughly on liver and
"kidneys. Used in Paducah
for thirty years.
wiee.25c
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
• -• •••• INCORPORATED. . es






Freshman Class Has Prepared to
Present "A Maid of Plymouth"
-Musical Talk Yesterday.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock theHigh School Alumni association willmeet in the Delphic clubrooms at theCarnegie library on Ninth andBroadway, for the purpose of com-pleting their organization, whichwas started two weeks ago duringthe gathering held in the Washing-ton school building on Wes: Bread-way. All the parties who havegraduated from the Paducah schools,no matter of what year, are cordially
AOinvited to be p ent and join theas
School Entertainment.The Freshman class of the highschool has decided to give an entertainment the evening of Monday,June 4th, at the auditorium in theWashington building on WestBroadway. At that time . the mem-bers of this class will present thelittle play "A And of Plymouth"and quite an interesting productionIs anticipated. It will be an invita-tional affair and is complimentary tothe senior class. There are manyvery bright students in the frshmanoracle and they will immediatelycommence their rehearsals. Thecaste is now being selected for thepm oduct ion.
Instructive Talk.
An unusually instructive talk wasgiven yesterday morning on Wag-nerian music by Miss VirginiaNewell as the opening exercise forhigh school at the Washingtonbuilding. She was assiated by Prof.Harry Gilbert.









Mt. Carmel, 4.2; rising.
Nashville, too; falling.
Pittsburg, 3.8; faring.
Paris Island Dam, 6.t; falling
St. Louis, ao.8; fatting.
Mt. Vernon, 13.2; falling.
Paducah, 15.2; falling.
Captain E. W. Vewley, of BowlingGreen will next Took:bay take chargeof the Dick Fowler, as commander,succeeding Captain Robert Crider,who returned to Louisville.
This morning the •Kentncky camenut of the Tennessee river. She layshere until five o'clock tomorrow after-noon before getting away on her re-turn to that stream.
This morning at eight o'clock, thesteamer Dick Fowler will leas, forCairo and come back tonight abouteleven.
The (roe Folvf e r too me* in today fromEvansville and gets away immediatelyon her return to that place.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-ansville yesterday and comes backagain to morrow.
The Buttorff will leave Northvilletomorrow, get here Sunday and layuntil lifonday before departing forClarksvillee.
The Peters Lee gets here today enroute from Memphis to Cincinnati.
The Georgia Lee gets here tornor- a cornet that will blow the headrow en route down to Memphis from the blower will not have lived in vs
Sarah Herring Sorrin of Tucson,Ariz., has been admitted to practicein the supreme court of the UnitedStates. She makes the twenty-fifthwoman admitted to practice in thecourt.
'TBe-total value of the Ru- ssian 'war-ships either sunk by the Japanese orcaptured hy them in the recent warhas been found .by the Russian min-istry of marine to amount to no lessa tarn than $1,32,850,000
Strong measures against tuberculo-sis have been taken by the local gov-ernment board of Scotland, writesConsul Fleming from Edinburgh. Itis put in the class of infectious dis-eases, and a campaign of disinfectionis inaugurated.
The corner stone of tiler, preseTammany. wigwam in FOurteentstreet, New York, was Jai& July 4.1867. The corner stone of the firstTammany building was laid May 12,t811. tvoenty-one years after tie or-ganization of the Tammany liacietyor Columbian order.
'
In two traps set at a small qvhole on an Australian ranch, 63o iitbits have -been caught alive in onenight. The traps used were ingen-
ious devices, which let the rabbits outone by dfle, as fast as they aretrapped, into a small yard made, ofportable wire fencing.
Last year the British isles importedabout 137.csoo tons of cheese, an ar-
ticle of food for which the Ileitisappetite is never-failing. and 73 pecent of that great quantity, equiv-
alent to nearly seven pounds for everyman, woman and child in the UnitedKingdom, came from Canada.
An amusing story of Keir Hardie,
M. P., is being recalled twit now in
England. He went into the house ofcommons library when he was inter-cepted in a friendly way by a police-
man. "Are you working here, mate?""Yes." "On the roof?" which wasundergoing repair a at the time. "No,cm the floor."
A British commission has just is-sued a report recommending the past-ing of an act declaring trade unions
to be legal associations and strikes
unless accampanied.by violence
or breach of contract, and also d
daring that persuasion to strike
apart front procuring breach of con-
tract, is not illegal.
The number and the nationality of
labor immigrants to Hawaii from
1852 to rO05 were as follows: Ko-
reans, 6.8,, Chinese. 44.4q4; Japaese.
T I 11,t37; South Sea Islanders. 2448;
Norwegians. 6 t s ; Germans. 1.279:
Italian'. ge; Austrians. 372; Portu-
guse, 11.440; Porto Ricans, 5.noo;
negroes, acci; white Americans. too:
Russians, 10. Total, 184.187.
Pasture far H
Pasturage for horse, wit in




Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley & Cook.
In the Wedding Month.
Bishop Olmsted of Colorado was
talking at a dinner party in Denver
about June weddings
"June is a lovely month," he said.
"and that it should be the month of
all months for weddings is a fact
easily understood.
"I was amused by the remark a
jeweler made the other day.
"The jeweler said that at this sea-
son it is a very common thing to see
a vrell-idressed, handsome, lutenist
looking young man ccnne , into
shop and fray in a painfully nerwo
way:
"'Um, alt,
"In this contingency the jeweler
simply calls to his cleric:
"'Get out that tray of engagement
rings, Jackson.'" - Chicago Fetter
.nii tne
Master-A Mal' merchant ha* ten-tons of coal, watch he sells at' fivedollars a ton. How much doee he gnifor it?
Scholar-About $70.
"That's wrong."
"Yea, I know; but, all tlte sane, a.g004 many coal merchants doCassell's.
The Source of Supply.I Mrs. Greene-I should think you'dfeed your boarders a little better.You can't expect them to say a goodword for you when they leave.Mrs. Skinner-Oh, but they do, Al.moat every one of them has a grudgeagainst some friend of his, and he in-variably recommends my blouse to him.I get lots of new boarders that way.-
Struck It Right
fly Nowit-D'ye-know, Mist Ca.hough I've only Just met youro seem-, to be a-sr-sort of Intellectual sympathy between- us. Seeknow Just how to appeal to my tastesyou know. Are you a literary woman:Dolly Cutter-No. I'm a kindergarteacher.-Cleveland Leader.
Fairy Stories.
Mt. Bacon-When a woman tells •fairy story, she always begins like this.."Once upon a time."
Mrs. Bacon-Yes; and 'when a mattells a fairy story he always begins likithis: "There now, dear, don't be aminowith me: you see it was like. this."-' Ye:niters Statesman.
Needn't Stop Him. ,
"MeBlough's prise fighting &rye areover."
"How's that"
'He has lost three fingers of his righthand."
"(ell, be care learn to write with hitand If he practlees."-CIevelani
Soldiering.
Casey-Te'ra a bar-rd worrukerDooley. How warmly hods o' ntortheihave yes carried up that laddhar tblite!
Dooley-Whisht. man- I In fooltath' toss. I've carried this same hod%)up an' down all day, an' he thinks torwort ukin'!-Cleveland. Leader.
Transference.
Now erten ham the .yrte rum&
Narrating that the good die y')itna;And ore might add In pensive mood,'Tlit but' the young who e'er die seas-Town Topics.
WOODNZADIS NANDta '
Private Dullskuil-Oh, sergeant, I've'urt my 'and; got a. enlister in tt._
Sergeant- What yar been doles?Scratching your basulh-Serans.
The Aectimmulstion of Wealth.A es) ina nature a wise times slowsWhich with rearm loon view,Some peop!• try to says tifols rumAnd °char sotoetes, t.-ataaalagtos Star..
lame !Parka Wailer&-papa. what is the &Service hotnessa, grafter and a phliesdiresistr-1fisiviy s000t yeass. my ime. a Ensisagrafter loam le• 110. Bad
thesoist elbsoefeepda."--141b.
Mourns.
plow, Sago really emelt aone?
Dead ese? Irby, erbeek besans on sae. I always CCM* dawn isthe patio. la blask.-Puek.
Oaf st the Ordinary.
"Ada watts rather an unusual marear', didn't she?'
(lune. She married the
Ocean.
was in bra with."-Judge,
dodge police boats.
It's up to the tramp stalt0.1
Praise men and flatter women and
you will have many friends.
A genius who succeeds in inventing
off












Special Scenery and Electrical effects.
Matinee Prices: children roe.Adults 25c.
Night Prices; Entire Orchestra andBaLeony 5oc; Gallery 25 and 35a.Seats on Sale Thursday, et. p, in.
4- LOCAL NEWS IN .BRIEF
Art:" •• 4i•+4,119.-
-The I. C. pay car gets here nextWednesday to par the employes.The -Ladies' Mite society of theFame 'Baptist church meets at 4o:cleck tomorrow afternoon withMr.. J. R. Puryear of fige Broadway.-Mrs. Thomas Reed of the coun-ty was operated on yesterday atRiverside . hospital.
-Two.triCit bicycle riders were;ivittg performances yesterday onthe streets over town.
-Professor Wm. Deal of the band 1heaving his name, is trying to getenough merchants down in town tocontribute sufficient to pay the musi-leans to give two nightly concerts a.week in the retail section this sum-
mer.

















.1,30 SOUTH THIRD ST. PAINICAMICIs
You will have to buy more COAL, this season. Why not buyTRADEWATER., COALSo you will know where to:get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?Lumpl3c, Nut12c. Both Tflephones254.Foot of
Street West tentucligrated Coal Co.
-MHO
en
